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NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS ADMINISTRATION.

NA FORM 1429 (6-85)

PERSONAL AND GONFI DENTIAI:-

January 13, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR:

The President-Elect

FROM:

The Director-Designate
of Central Intelligence

It would be useful to obtain at the start of the new
Administration your thinking on the following points, which
are based on my own thinking and inquiries thus far.
I.
1.

Short-Range

Briefings. As you recall, direct and continuous access
to the President was one of my conditions for accepting
this assignment, and the frequency and certainty of such
access also affect Intelligence Community morale. I
recommend:
A.

That the National Security Council adopt the
approach used in the Eisenhower-Kennedy days
of commencing each NSC session with a short
intelligence briefing by the DCI on the.
specific topic or topics on that day•s agenda
and, if appropriate, the w~r}~ sFne in general;
APPROVE

t./

COMJt-tr'!--.1 b

DISAPPROVE: - B.

Ot:Cl~$Z:r-lEO

rar~ n~e Pf"21~:::...---~
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t-l-t-Cf
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u,

That, in addition to NSC, ad hoc and emergency
or crisis meetings (as wel--las-telephone calls),
your schedule include a fixed hour and day of the
week for a meeting with me to review: (i) the ·
most recent and important intelligence developments and estimates, and (ii) any major policy
decisions or controversies involving the Intelligence
Community. You should decide the length and
·frequency of such meetings--! suggest a 30 minute
meeting once a week, with the understanding that
I will call it off if there is nothing sufficiently
important to justify it.
APPROVE
DISAPPROVE: - -

COMMENT:

--------------------

PERSONAL AND -GONFIDENTIM:

(

v{c.

2.

NOTE: A CIA briefing officer will bring you
your daily report (The President's Daily Bri~f),
except on those occasions that either you or I
prefer me to do it personally. It should be
understood throughout the Administration that
the daily flow of current foreign intelligence
is to be through the ocr, with other officials
contributing and dissenting as they see fit,
and Zbig adding material from his own office
as appropriate.

Personnel.
I

\)A. As the fifth DCI in little more than four years,

I am inheriting an agency that has already
experienced a series of reorganizations, reductions
in force, reshuffling of personnel and other disruptions, to say nothing of attacks. A period of
calm stability would be desirable. The Deputy DCI,
a Presidential appointee, is a career man of
considerable ability, well regarded throughout
the Community and in Congress. Like the rest of
the other Deputies reporting to me, he is
relatively new on the job, and I recommend that
no change be made in any of these top positions
at this time.
APPROVE

V/

COMMENT:

--------------------

DISAPPROVE: - B.

I understand your staff has requested ~ forma
letters of resignation from each member of the
President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board.
This could be a moderately useful organization for
you, but its present membership badly needs a
wholesale reshuffle to produce a younger, less
ideologically rigid group, including some minorities,
some women, perhaps even some responsible critics
of the intelligence process, with a few carry-overs
from the present Board. I recommend that Zbig,
Hamilton and I be directed by you to provide
promptly a list of suggested new PFIAB members .
APPROVE

v

.... ·

-··

COMMENT:

DISAPPROVE: ----

2

--------------------

PERSONAL AND-CONFIDENT! At

C.

3.

NOTE: Adoption of the Peterson Commission·
recommendations would be immensely helpful to
me in trying to attract the best minds available
for intelligence analysis and other duties and
particularly in trying to retain those senior
career employees whose compensation has not
for many years reflected either the scope of
their responsibilities (compared to their
subordinates) or the ravages of inflation.

Organization and Authorization.
A.

The Committee on Foreign Intelligence is a
subcommittee of the NSC established by Executive
Order 11905 (chaired by the DCI and composed in
addition of representatives from Defense and
your National Security Affairs Assistant's office)
to direct the Intelligence Community as a whole
(budgets, priorities, etc.). Although the
Executive Order is not flawless, it was the product
of long study and, more importantly, it is the
foundation of the entire Intelligence Community
structure and precedents and could not be
abolished without creating a chaotic vacuum.
I recommend:
-- that your directive on NSC Committees, in
accordance with Zbig's memorandum of December 30,
1976, make it clear that the new Policy Review
Committee, when chaired by the DCI at your
direction, will be in effect sitting as and
performing the functions of the present CFI
under the Executive Ord~;

/-/rtf-·

APPROVE

: v'

COMMEN't:

t'eu.,J- ~;:t~

DISAPPROVE: - -- that such Committee, with State Department
representation as well, promptly review the
FY '78 Budget and Program for all national foreign
intelligence activities other than tactical
military intelligence;
APPROVE
DISAPPROVE:

t/"'
--

3

COMMENT:

------------------

PERSONAL AND

EONFIO~NTIAL

-- that the Operations Advisory Group, another
NSC committee created by the same Executive
Order to review clandestine activities, likewise
continue as one incarnation of the new Special
Coordinating Committee, at least until a longerrange study of appropriate structure can be
undertaken; and
~

CO~E~ ~~/ fo

v

APPROVE

ar

DISAPPROVE: - Q..

that ~ Committee, with Justice and State
Department representation as well, promptly
review all ongoing and proposed covert action
operations and sensitive foreign intelligence
collection activities.
COMMENT: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

APPROVE
DISAPPROVE: _ _

B.yfoci Bush has arranged for his Intelligence Community
Staff, the support for his coord~nating role, to be
moved out of the CIA Headquarters in Langley into
D.C. in March, as visible proof of his impartiality
in and concern for that role as distinct from his
CIA role. Congress approved the idea and funds.
I recommend that it proceed.
APPROVE

.,...,.,.

COMMENT:

-...;.c.

./~ &4~4,./ ~/~.._1/""'- .,1/:fhUL

DISAPPROVE:
C.

/ow'/ ~N~/,~~

To provide the written Presidential authorization
desirable, I recommend that you, at the earliest
opportunity:
-- direct me, the Attorney General, and the
appropriate member of your White House staff to
prepare for your signature a letter spelling out
the terms and conditions for any warrantless
electronic surveillance (similar to President
Ford's letter of December 1974); and
APPROVE

V

COMMENT:

DISAPPROVE:

11/,

4

7'p_~..,__ ~

J'A ~ ~

J'h, ~)-

PERSONAL AND- CONFI DENTIAt

direct Zbig and me to prepare for your·
signature a letter to me spelling out, as
previous Presidents have done, the basic roles,
responsibilities and relationships of your DCI.
~

APPROVE

/'

COMMENT:

-----------------

DISAPPROVE:- -

D.

I further recommend that you sch~dule early in
the year a brief talk or talks to the employees
of CIA and other elements of the Intelligence
Community.

V.

APPROVE

COMMENT:

------------------

DISAPPROVE: - 4.

Legislation. Only two items are of immediate concern in this
area. I recommend:
A.

That you informally urge the House Leadership to
create a Select Committee on Intelligence comparable
to that of the Senate in order to reduce the number
of committees with oversight jurisdiction; and
COMMENT: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

APPROVE
DISAPPROVE:

--

B. That the appropriate White House aide promptly obtain

a consensus of views from the Attorney Genera 1 and
me concerning the electronic surveillance legislation
about to be reintroduced.
APPROVED

COMMENT

=-~--#
..~-~_..;;;._:J_~-~-7

DISAPPROVED: - I I.

Long- Range

Over a longer period of time, I recommend you approve my
exploration of the following general areas (no final conclusions
are required or recommended at this time):
1.

Revisions of Executive Order 11905, including increased CFI
direction of NSA and NRO, and their greater use for political
and economic intelligence .
APPROVE

.,

....""

.(

COMMENT: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DISAPPROVE:- 5

PERSONAL AND-CONFIDENTIAL

2.

Formulation of a public Presidential policy statement.on
intelligence, stating openly what a great power must do
and must not do, the extent to which secrecy is required,
and the rationale and nature of permissible covert operations,
etc.
APPROVE

COMMENT: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DISAPPROVE: _ _
-- This could include an examination of the extent to which
the conclusions of major intelligence estimates, without
disclosing sources and methods, could be made public.
APPROVE

COMMENT:

----------------------------

DISAPPROVE: - It would also include an examination of whether paramilitary operation capabilities belong in CIA or Defense.
APPROVE

COMMENT:

----------------------------

DISAPPROVE: - It would also include a review as to whether rough budget
totals for national foreign intelligence activity could be
made public.
APPROVE

COMMENT:

----------------------------

DISAPPROVE: - 3.

Reexamination with the Attorney General of all relationships
between or jointly involving our respective shops, including
possible new laws and regulations regarding prosecutions for
espionage and other offenses requiring the use of classified
documents in court; guidelines and regulations on electronic
surveillance; coordination on counter-espionage; and other
matters.
APPROVE

COMMENT: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DISAPPROVE: - -

6

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL·

4.

Formulation with Congress of a statutory charter for CIA
and the DCI in accordance with all of the above.
APPROVE

COMMENT: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DISAPPROVE: _ _

Theodore C. Sorensen
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

Governor Carter's comments read as follows:
Approve and "but first comment from Zbig"
Approve

pg.l/l.A.
1. B.

pg.2/2.A.
2.B.

Approve
Approve

pg.3/3.A.

3. D.

Approve and "but first comment from Zbig"
Approve
Approve and "after comment from Zbig"
instead of " -- that such Committee," should read
" -- that a Conunittee,"
Approve
Approve and "don't initiate move before detailed discussion with me"
Approve and "prepare draft with help of Policy group"
Approve
Approve

4 .A.
4.B.

Approve
Approve and l!Eizenstat"

pg. 4/

3.B.
3.C.
pg. 5/

II.

pg. 6/

1.

Approve

2.

Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve
Approve

3.
4.
WHCA FORM 8,
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MEMORANDUM

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
SECRET (GDS)

January ll, 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT-ELECT-

FROM:

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI '\})

SUBJECT:

Phone Calls to Foreign Leaders

0

Here is your schedule of phone calls to foreign leaders:
January
January
January
January

12
13
13
13

Prime Minister Fukuda
Chancellor Schmidt
Prime Minister Callaghan
President Giscard

8:30p.m.
12-12:30 p.m.
12-12:30 p.m.
1-2:00 p.m.

Here is where we currently stand on preparing the phone calls:
1. Prime Minister Fukuda will be ready to receive the call on
January 12 between 8:30 and 9:00 p.m. Washington time. Fukuda
will have someone (Yamazaki) do a consecutive translation. The
Japanese Embassy has cautioned us that the telephone line might
be tapped (by unidentified persons) so that nothing sensitive sho,u.ld
be mentioned in this conversation.

2. Prime Minister Callaghan will be ready to receive the call
on January 13 between 12 noon and 12:30 p.m. Washington time.
He will receive the call through the 10 Downing Street switchboard.
3. Chancellor Schmidt will be ready to receive the call on
January 13 between 12 noon and 12:30 p.m. Washington time.
Schmidt will not use a translator and will speak in English.
4. President Giscard d 1 Estaing will receive the call on January
13 between 1:30 and 2:00 p.m. Washington time. Giscard will not use
a translator and will speak in English.

-§EGRET (GDS)

~1.)

Look forward to neeing him in 1977.
(If possible) Inform on a confidential basis the broad
out.linefl of the economi·~~ stimulus package being planned.

--Express appreciation for Giscard's invitation to discuss
!:l~e possibility of holding a Western econornic summit early in the
first quarter of 1977. Explain tha~ you are not in.a position to reply
officially to the invitation before January 20, but that the questions
·will be ·closely studied. Ask \vhether Giscard plans to sound out
other Western heads o£ governn1ent. Exp:ress general hope that
Jenkins as President of the European Commission could be "so1nehow
involved.
Ask for Giscard's views on CIEC.
-- I£ you wish you might say that you recall his speech of
October l97~i on North-South relations (Brzezinski gave it to you
to read in late 1975]

Chane cllo r S chrnidt
--------Lool;,: forward to seeing him

111

1977.

-- (If possible) Iiiforrn Schrnidt on a confidential bas i.s
of the broad outlines of the econornic stirrmlus package being ·planned.

-- Ask Schn.lidt how he views the impa.ct of the recent OPEC
oil price increases on the cconornics of vVeste1·n Europe --whether he
favors the econom.ic sun:u.11it that is being proposed for early in 1977.
--Tell hi1n you hope to exchange views on East-West relations
and NATO.

\

.
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COl',lFIDE±'!~[Jfr"L

--=·:-------------Prirne Minister Callaghan
-- Look forward to seeing Callaghan after th~! Inauguration
and would hope to set a date for a meeting m Washington in early
19 77.
(If possible) Inform Callaghan o.n a confidential basis of
the broad outlines of the economic stirnulus package being planned.

Express pleasure at. progress rnade. in securing Il\llF loan
for the UK. Ask whether economic sacrifices Callaghan has asked
of the B.ritish people will be accepted by most of them.
--Express interest in having close consultations wtth the
British Governn1ent on n1atters of interest to the U.S. and European
Community (EC) during the British presidency of the EC (for six
months frorn January 1, 19 77).
--Mention that Ivor Hichards (British Representative· at
the UN) had made useful contact with the incoming administration·
on Decem.bcr 22. (Hichards gave the reasons for London wanting
to play a greater direct ,role in the Rhodesian peace process.]
While nol in a po s .ilion to make a public endo rs e1n ent of the British
proposal, ·express understanding fo1; the. strategy being advocated
by London.
·

/'f,.tl~

2

:

CARTER - M()NDALE
TRANSITION PLAf.JNING GROUP

MEMORANDUM- December 9, 1976
TO:

Secretary of State Designate Cyrus Vance

FROM:

Stu Eizenstat

RE:

Conversation With Vanik

At your request, after our recent telephone conversation,
I am summarizing for you the substance of the conversation
Congressman Vanik had with Ambassador Dobrynin, the substance
of which I have previously communicated to Governor Carter,
and which he in turn asked me to communicate to you.
Governor Carter suggested that you call Congressman Vanik if
you felt it was worthwhile pursuing this, which it

s~ems

to

me it is.
Congressman Vanik had dinner and lengthy conversation
thereafter on or about December 2 or 3, 1976.

The following

are the elements of that conversation:
1.

Congressman Vanik suggested that he would like to see
an end to the impasse brought about on the matter of
East-West trade by the Jackson-Vanik Amendment, which
he sponsored.

He suggested to Ambassador Dobrynin that

with the right "climate" on immigration, a President
could recommend under the Jackson-Vanik Amendment
that there be a waiver of its requirements, and that

-2he would like to see a 2-year East-West trade pact
signed if such a proper climate could be established.
Congressman Vanik said that such a climate could be
shown by:
(a) An end to harrassment to those who apply for
emigration visas;
(b) an increase in the rate of emigration;
(c) the Soviet Union should review its requests for
reunification of families and take positive
action;
(d) movement by the Soviet Union, long-term, hard-core
emigration cases.
Ambassador Dobrynin indicated to Congressman Vanik
that he would recommend compliance with all but
sub-paragraph {b), the increase in the rate of emigration,
which he said would be difficult to do because of a drop
in applications.

Ambassador Dobrynin said that he would

recommend to the leadership in the Soviet Union that
such an appropriate climate be created.

However, he

stated that he was very much against a 2-year trade
agreement since it was putting the Soviet Union on
"probation".

He stated that the United States had to

treat the Soviet Union as an equal.

He stated that he

had no objection to allowing the agreement to be
written as an open-ended one which could be terminated
at will be either party.

-·
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-32.

Ambassador Dobrynin told Congressman Vanik he
wanted to form a partnership with the United States
on energy development.

He stressed the importance

of the Soviet oil in Siberia and stated that the
Soviet Union would be willing to proceed in much
the same way that American companies proceed in the
Middle East, with sales being made to private
companies.
He stated that credits could be extended to the Soviet
Union to permit energy development with adequate,
security being given in the form of the energy
resources themselves.

He reminded Congressman Vanik

that there had been no default by the Soviet Union
in its obligations and also indicated that in return
for such a partnership Russia would begin payments on
its Lend-Lease obligations.
3.

With regard to SALT, Ambassador Dobrynin stated that
the United States had superiority in MIRV's and in
"nuclear application".

Nevertheless, he stated that

Russia was willing to a freeze at current levels
on "practically everything."

-44.

Ambassador Dobrynin told Congressman Vanik that it
would be regrettable if the United States went
ahead with the B-1 program, because the Soviet Union
would then be forced to make a similar move in terms
of a new manned bomber.

5.

Ambassador Dobrynin stressed that he hoped the
concentration that the new Administration would have
to give to domestic affairs would not take its
attention away from the matters discussed above.
He stressed that improved

East~West

trade could help

our domestic economy and reminded Congressman Vanik
that diplomatic successes were more dramatic than
domestic ones and/or easier to obtain in the first
years of an Administration rather than later.
I might add that Governor Carter said you should use your
discretion as to whether to advise Secretary Kissinger of this
conversation.

~~c:

Governor Carter

CARTER- MONDALE

~

TRANSITION PLANNING GROUP

P.O. Box 2600
Washington, D.C. '20013

______.
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MEMORANDUM - December 9, 1976

lur~ cl-&_
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TO:

Governor Carter

FROM:

Stu Eizenstat

RE:

Frank Mankiewicz - Cuban Visit

~

Frank Mankiewicz came by to see me on December 8, 1976
and on a very confidential basis mentioned the following:
In 1974 and 1975 he had visited Cuba for television
interviews for an American television network.

He

was used by Secretary Kissinger to communicate
messages to and from Fidel Castro.

This role has

been a continuing one since that time.
Mankiewicz has indicated that Castro wishes to
communicate certain things to you, including the Cuban
attitude on the Hijacking Treaty, as to which they have
given the six month notice of termination, which will
expire around the middle of April.
He has indicated that he wants to negotiate on the
Hijacking Treaty,.on an end to the American blockade,
and on payments by Cuba to the United States for
compensation for exappropriated property, as well as on
visits by families which have
Revolution.

-2He is also concerned, according to Mr. Mankiewicz,
with the fact that the JFK assassination investigation
may impair the possibility of movement.

According to

Mr. Mankiewicz,Castro believes the CIA is attempting
to establish evidence that he had something to do with
Kennedy's murder, which he staunchly denies.
Mr. Mankiewicz has been asked by Playboy Magazine to
do an interview with Mr. Castro and would likely go in
three or four weeks.
If you have any message for Mr. Castro, he would
communicate it.

Likewise, he stated that even if you

did not have a message he would see Castro and be glad
to relay a message from him to you, if you had no
objection.

He also mentioned that Castro indicated that Cuba
fomented no insurgency against any Latin American country
with which it had diplomatic relations.
I would appreciate your thoughts on this matter.

cc:

Secretary of State Designate Cyrus Vance
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I've filed it in my

l\1oTION PTCTIJHE .AssociATION
OF AHEHIC:A, !NC.

1000 EYE STHEET, NoHTHWEST
WASHINGTON,

JACK VALENTI

D. C.

20006

November 29, 1976

PRES:OEt.JT

MEMORANDUM TO: President-elect Jirmny Carter
FROM:

Jack Valenti

I have just returned from a two week trip to the Far East
(Scuth Korea, Singapore, Japan, Indonesia and the Phillippines).
This confidential merno concerns the Phillippincs.
For three days I was the personal guest of President Marcos
in the presidential palace. Mrs. Marcos was in Libya and Europe
and thus, the Prc.sidGnt and I had unusual opportt.m:i.ty "i:o talk pr:i.vat:ely
for many hours. I had no film business to conduct; this was simply
the refreshening of an old friendship that began when I was
President Johnson's representative to Marcos 1 inaugural in Decen1ber,
1965. At that time I was greatly impressed with Marcos and so
reported to LBJ that I viewed Marcos as the singularly pr~~minent
Asian leader of the future. From that time forward we have been
fl'iends. He trusts me.
Therefore I want to report to you the surn of what we talked
about -- as well as some of my own views about The Phillippines.
MARCOS' V:t:EWS;

He believes t...,_at Vietnam (and Indochina) is the cause of anxiety
among Asian nations. There is no clear picture yet of what Vietnam
intends to do with the huge cache of arms it recovered frorn the South.
M-16 1 s have turned up in the Malaysian guerrilla fighting as well as
in the Phillippin.es.

OEC\.ASCREO
Par.il\~~ ?ro1t?Ct
.r:sc.N: NLC- IJ.((, - I ~I-t.(- S

BY~~~OAlC rdil/r2o
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Marcos is worried lest the U.S. misunderstand the Phillippines'
position. He believes the Phillippines must eventually rely on their
own capabilities, at present inadequate, but nonetheless the single
important element in their future.
His policy, publicly stated, and privately strongly held, is that
no foreign troops (here, read U.S. troops} would be allowed to help
him in the event of massive infiltration into the Phillippines from outside sources.
Marcos must be ready to meet this threat which he holds to
be real. He is trying diplomatically to neutralize Libya, which has
supplied the Huks for some time now, and Mrs. Marcos' trip to visit
Col. Khadaffi seems to have borne some slight fruit; a conference on
December 16 may spell out some details of how successful this foray
was.
. He knows that in any crisis in the Phillippines the U.S. would
not get involved, or surely would be hesitant to do so. He understands
this and that is why he has stated his policy of no foreign troop help;
that is, he would neither ask for nor accept American personnel to
be involved. But he does need American understanding and help now
while he prepares for whatever the future may hold.
This is why he believes the 1946 MacArthur-type base treaty
must be refurbished. The basic plan is now intact as a result of long
negotiations with Ambassador Bill Sullivan, and needs only the details
to be worked out. Under this plan the military units of the U.S. at
Subic Bay and Clark Field would have all the necessary integrity of
command so they can ope:rate as an integrated unit. If the policy of
the U.S., in the event of a crisis, is to retreat from the Phillippines,
the Marcos military units must be fully prepared to take over.
What is important to Marcos is that not just the Phillippines,
but Southeast Asia be capable of handling problems on their own. If
Japan should re-arm (and Marcos believes this is no more than five
years away) there needs to be a "balance" in the Pacific to keep the
scales from tilting.

- 3 -

1-.1arcos would feel uneasy if the American presence was absent
from this area. The 7th Fleet needs to be visible in the Indian Ocean
and the South China Sea. Nature and politics abhor vacuums and where
one exists, a new force will inhabit it.
In short, Marcos believes the U.S. presence, based in the
Phillippines, is the linchpin of stability in the area else the Asian
Pacific be taken over by maurading wolves.

He muses, plaintively, that the Soviets arm without stint, their
surrogates, but the U.S. 'l.vith the exception of South Korea anill. Israel,
does not do so. He muses about this not in a querulous manner, but
rather sadly.
The time is rapidly approaching when the U.S. must take a
hard-headed attitude. The U.S., he knows, will not get involved in
another Vietnam but he thinks President Carter must have a fresh,
accurate accounting of what is now the situation in Southeast Asia and
the Asian Pacific -- good solid information.
From this infortnation, President Carter would understand why
Marcos is worried about Thailand, Malaysia, and Singapore. He is
anxious that it may appear to the world that the U.S. has a slackening
of interest in Southeast Asia and no stomach for trying to keep that
area stable.
To Marcos, Vietnam is the question mark. He is normalizing
relations with Vietnam and through this channel of communications he
is learning of the arrogance of new, recently-promoted Vietnam leaders.
They brag they have whipped the most powerful military force in the
world and therefrom have designed some large notions of th.eir own
invulnerability.
Marcos has no anxieties about the Peoples Republic of China.
He frets over Vietnam and the Soviet Union.
So it is that the new treaty being negotiated is so important. He
is very eager to have President Carter understand the treaty, support
and defend it. It is Marcos' understanding that key members of Congress
have already been informed of the essential elements of the treaty and
approve it. The key refurbished element is the tying together of military
assistance, the bases and mutual defense policy under one canopy.
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MY OWN VIEWS, for whatever they are worth:
There is what I would call a ''liberal Democratic" opposition
to Marcos --his invocation of m.artial law, s01ne jailings without
due process, a screen over the press, etc. These give the purists
a case of the shingles. But I just don't know how we conduct our
foreign policy if our allies must all be USA-type dem.ocracies. (I
am reminded of Seneca: s classic message to Caligula: "No one of
us is without flaw, sire., and the man who declares himself to be
innocent does with reference to a witness and not his own conscience.")
Marcos is one of those leaders, one of those few leaders, in
Asia with the intelligence, the courage and a concept of governance that
bears the possibility of real stability in the Phillippine society.
To anyone who had c. first hap.d view of the country a decade ago
(as I did) and then see it today is to find a startling and salutary change.
There is security in the streets and in homes where earlier it was like
the old Wild West with gunslingers everywhere. Manila has become a
beautiful city (I arn one of those who believes that beauty of surrounding
is a nourishment for the human spirit). The per capita income is up,
there is increasing housing for the poor, the plight of the dispossessed
has improved materially, plans for a prosperous sturdy Phillippines are
in place and need only a bit of luck to warrant excellent results.
Oh, I am not saying all is "jim dandy". Of course, there is
still corruption in high places but the corruption is surely less than
once it was. And I am not laureling Marcos with a crown of piety •.
I am saying that the country is better econorr1ically, and is more stable
than it was before he took hold.
If Marcos were to be overthrown -- or abandoned by the U.S.,

the alternatives, I am convinced, would be unruly and unattractive to
the long range best interests of the U.S.
I would hope that you would get to know Marcos, or have someone
you trust and whose judgment you respect, meet face-to-face with Marcos.
What he is doing in the Phillippines is, in my view, distorted and misshapened by a good many news reports in our country. The truth, as does
usually all truth, lie somewhere between the fanatical zealot and the
surly cynic. It is amusing to scan the rhetoric of some of the leftist

~
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Democrats in our country about the Phillippines. They seem to have
forgotten what Carlos Fuentes once wrote: ''Revolutions only succeed
in creating a new priviledged class."
There is ample historical evidence for Fuentes 1 maxim.

CONCLUSION:
I hope you will come to understand Marcos a.nd his concept
of the Asian Pacific as wetl as what he is achieving i.n his country. He
is one of a literal handful of large-sized political leaders with all the
heft that the word "leader" implies. There is a scarcity of such men
and women. Indeed the landscape of leadership in Europe, Asia,
Africa, Latin America is mainly painted gray.
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(Excerpts Relating to Some Aspects of the
Party's International Activities)

Party's International Activities implement the decisions of the
'.l:lgress. We have started to translate into life the program of
• -...ggle for peace and international cooperation, for freedom and inae~ne peoples adopted by the congress, at once, without any lengthy
~~e
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always, the Political Bureau of the Central Committee is giving
to the development of fraternal relations with the socialist
Yc.i1':.-ries. We can say with satisfaction that the past months were marked by
)[..::; :.aeracle successes in the further consolidation of the positions of world
~s

;2" ~ · r::. tJ

&. ttention

great community of socialist states is growing in strength and is
.successfully. The 25th Congress of the CPSU gave a high assessment
-:;:k · ;'::tternal cooperation of our countries and parties which I will not repeat.
'. ·,<" c Jngresses of a number of fraternal parties in Bulgaria, Gzechoslovakia, the
,=,;·:ns.:·. Jemocratic Republic and Mongolia held after the 25th CPSl! Cong:t·e;;;.,,
.c
1nc<,resses of the Communists of Hungary, Poland and Cuba held somewhat earlier,
c
r..~:ec once again the unbreakable ideological unity and political cohesion of
.:' ~;_.)se-knit family. Recently we played host to a party and government delega: ~:·. ~":·Jr:-. Mongo:..ia, headed by Comrade Tsedenbal. We held good talks, and signed
·"'-' :.< -:· important agreements. In November we are expecting in the Soviet
.:. "- ~o~isr, delegation led by Comrade Gierek. A visit to the Soviet Unior. by
.. '""'~<': .·ea'clsescl.:. and our comradely conversations with him facilitated the
..<· ,·t:~ •. pmen·~ of our friendship with Rumania, with its Communist Party.
~he

::.evt:' l.vp.;.ng:

r-he economic cooperation of the socialist countries continues to move
..._"' ·;:..
-'he session this summer of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
•. Jf. :.,~c L:r.pv::otant decisions, in particular on developing long-term programs in

··c:1v.. :r.ateY'ials, power engineering, food, etc.
':-.teg2at ion is gaining strength.
(more)_

In a word, socialist economic
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The session was attended this time not only by representatives of Yugoslavia, but also of Vietnam, the Korean Democratic People's Republic, Laos and
Angola. This points to the growing prestige of t~e CMEA, to its expanding ties.
The Political Bureau of the Central Committee constantly maintains
8lose contacts with the leaders of the fraternal parties of socialist countries.
Apart from useful meetings that took place in the course of the Berlin Conference
of Communist Parties at the end of June, including meetings with comrade Tito,
I had talks, as you know, in the Crimea with comrades Gierek, Husak, Zhivkov,
Ceausescu, Tsedenbal, Honecker and Kadar. These were substantial, truly comradely, frank conversations on many topical questions of our cooperation and our
joint actions.
On the whole this yearrs series of Crimean meetings turned out to be
still another stage in developing our fraternal cooperation, in the further
elaboration of our joint positions. The Political Bureau of the CPSU Central
Committee endorsed the work carried out during these meetings. A number of
parties also adopted special decisions rating highly their importance.
In a work; comrades, our splendid community of socialist states is living a rich, full-blooded life. This factor is of tremendous importance and our
Leninist Party will do everything in its power to continue this trend in the
future.
Of very great significance is the fact that the reunification of Vietnam
has been completed and it has been proclaimed a socialist republic. The Socialist
Republic of Vietnam now has a population in excess of 50 million. For size of
population it is the third biggest socialist state in the world.
Vietnam, with its great experience of heroic struggle against imperialist
for freedom and independence, with its exalted revolutionary prestige,
has become today an important factor of peace and progress in Southeast Asia,
indeed in all Asia. We ardently welcome the historic victory of our Vietnamese
friends and wish them new great successes!
aggressi~n,

The victory of the patriotic forces of Laos, and the leadership of
that country passing to the Marxist-Leninist People's Revolutionary Party, was
another important event. Having taken power into their hands, the working people
of that country started the building of a new life. Last spring's visit to the
USSR by a Laotian party and government delegation and the good comradely talk
which Comrade Suslov and I recently had with the General Secretary of the
fraternal Laotian party Comrade Kaysone Phomvihan, showed the good prospects
of Soviet-Laotian friendship. I think, comrade~ that we have every reason to
say that in Laos the family of socialist states has another new member.
The road of independent development has opened up to democratic
Kampuchea too.
As before, question of our relations with the Peoplers Republic of
China stands apart. Complicated political processes are taking place there. It
is still difficult to say what will be the future political course of the PRC.
However, it is already c~ear today that the foreign policy line Peking pursued
(more)
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- 3 for one and a half decades has been greatly discredited throughout the world.
As for the Soviet Union, a desire to improve relations with China is
our consistent course. As was stressed at the 25th Congress of the CPSU, in our
relations with China, as with other countries, we adhere firmly to the principles
of equality, respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity, non-interference
in each other's internal affairs and non-use of force. In short, we are prepared
to normalize relations with C~ina in line with the principles of peaceful coexistence. More than that, it was clearly indicated at our congress that we
stand for the restoration of good relations between the USSR and the PRC in line
with the principles of socialist internationalism. I want to emphasize that, in
our opinion, there are no issues in relations between the USSR and the PRC that
could not be resolved in tQe spirit of good-neighborliness.
We will act in this
direction further. The matter will depend on what stand will be taken by the
other side.
As to our relations with Albania, we, as it is known, are prepared to
restore them and do not consider that any objective factors divide us from that
country.
Many events of major political significance have taken place in countries that have freed themselves from colonial dependence. Mention should be
made first of all of the victory scored by the patriots of Angola over foreign
imperialist interventionists and forces of internal reaction.
The heroic struggle of the Angolan people met with the sympathy and
s,upport of a m~nber of progressive African countries as well as of socialist
countries, including the Soviet Union and Cuba. We gave disinterested support
to the just struggle of Angola's patriots, responded to the request of Angola's
lawful government, and we are proud of this!
Angola's victory became an inspiring incentive for the forces of progress on the African continent. There has been an intensification of the struggle
of the peoples against such basti0ns of racism and reaction, such stooges of world
imperialism as South Africa and Rhodesia. The anti-imperialist forces in Africa
feel more confident. We, too, could sense this wQen playing host in Moscow during
the past several months to a number of high rankirlg delegations of independent
African countries, of fighters for the freedom andprogress of the peoples of that
continent.
As to the recent visit to the Soviet Union by the President of people's
Angola Comrade Neto, it laid a firm groundwork for a further development and
strengthening of friendship between our countries. The conclusion of the treaty
of friendship and cooperation between the USSR and Angola is a new step toward
strengthening the great friendship between the world of socialism and the young
emergent states, a considerable step at that,convincing step! Our ties with the
young African republic of Mozambique are developing fruitfully. New evidence of
this was the visit to the USSR this summer by the President of the republic,
Frelimo Chairman Samora Machel.
I want also to particularly emphasize the great importance of the
latest visit to the USSR this year by the head of government of friendly India
(more)
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Madame Indira Gandhi. Our talks with her confirmed again that our friendship
with that great and peace-loving Asian power is strengther,ing and deepening,
that our cooperation is expanding to the great benefit of the peoples of both
countries and universal peace.
Active steps are being taken on our part in support of the just demands of the developing countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America for the restructuring of international economic relations on the basis of equality, for
removing all forms of exploitation by capitalist states of weaker partners in
the third world. The interests of socialist and developing countries coincide
in this field, as well as in many other fields.
Of course, in the third world, just as on our planet in general, a
stubborn struggle continues between the forces of progress and the forces of
reaction. This was testified to by the Fifth Conference of Heads of State and
Government of Non-aligned Countries that was held in Colombo in August. The
non-alignment movement has become a noticeable factor of international life, an
important link in the worldwide front of struggle by the peoples against imperialism, colonialism and aggression. The documents on political and economic
problems adopted in Colombo as a result of lengthy and, as it has become known,
sometimes difficult discussions confirmed that on the whole the non-alignment
movement retains a progressive nature.
Comrades, the 25th Congress set the task of concentrating the efforts
of peace-loving states on the liquidation of the remaining hotbeds of war and
first of all on the attainment of a just and lasting settlement in the Middle
East. This task has lately acquired a special burr1ing topicality. The situation in that area has again worsened as a result of the bloody events in
Lebanon.
If we look at the root of the events we will see that this is a new
attempt by world imperialism, that is the United States and other NATO powers,
to deal a blow at the forces of anti-imperialist revolution in the Middle Eastp
to preserve and strengthen their positions there. Imperialism has now taken to
provoking internecj_ne conflicts of Arabs against Arabs. The possibilities for
this lie in the increased class stratif'ica tion inside Arab countries, in the growth
of socio-political defferences between them.
In Lebanon the forces of internal reaction~ armed and encouraged by the
Western powers, supported by Israel and Saudi Arabia, have launched an offensive
against the local national patriotic forces. But first of all their blow is directed against the detachments of the Palestine resistance movement, that is
against an anti-imperialist detachment of the Arab world. Unfortunately, Syria
has found itself drawn into the orbit of military actions.
From the very outset the Soviet Union came out for the
fratricidal war in Lebanon, for the protection of that country's
forces and Palestinian patriots from rout, for the preservation
of the State of Lebanon and for frustrating the reactionary plan
that country.

ending of the
progressive
of the unity
of splitting

At the same time we hold the view that it is very important to settle
in a spirit of mutual good will the relations between Palestinian and Lebanese
patriots, on the one hand, and neighboring Syria, on the other. This is necessary for restoring the unity of anti-imperialist forces in the Arab East.
(more)
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A conference between the heads of state of Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Syria,
Kuwait and Lebanon and Chairman of tne Executive Committee of the Palestine
Liberation Organization Apafat was held recently.
An agreement on a ceasefire,
on creating inter-Arab security forces and on normalizing the situation in
Lebanon was achieved.
Judging by everything, this agreement, at least as far as the ceasefire is concerned, is being observed. We will see how matters develop further.
Our attitude toward an agreement on ending the war in Lebanon is, of
course, positive. We would like to hope that the process of normalizing the
situation there will proceed on a healthy basis~ without detriment to the
Lebanese patriotic forces and the Palestine resistance movement.
It seems that much time will yet be needed for a full normalization of
the situation in that area. As to the USSR, we will do everything for the success of the peace settlement in Lebanon.
Comrades, we clearly see that the unsettled situation in the Middle
East in general is the real basis of the events in Lebanon. Recently the Soviet
Union came out with a new initiative aimed at the resumption of the Geneva Conference on the Middle East with the participation of all interested sides, including the Palestine resistance movement. We proposed a specific agenda for that
conference. It encompasses all problems whose solution would really bring about
the establishment of a lasting peace in the Middle East.
Thereby we consistently keep to our co~rse in respect to the conflict
in the Middle East. Our policy is a principled, class, Marxist-Leninist on~,
and it is only such a policy that our country can pursue.
Comrade~ the international policy of our party implies first of all
struggle for lasting peace. We see one of the most important tasks in making
full use, and not only in Europe, of the favorable possibilities created by the
holding of the European Conference, by the document on peaceful coexistence and
cooperation of states that was solemnly adopted in Helsinki. In full conformity
with the program approved by the 25th Congress of the party, we are continuing
the work to develop equal and mutually advantageous relations with capitalist
states.

At every stage this work has its specific features. Five or 10 years
ago the task was to create the basis for normal relations of peaceful coexistence with France, the Federal Republic of Germany, the United States, Canada,
Italy, Britain and other capitalist countries, to cleanse these relations of the
main burdens left by the cold war. When this had basically been accomplished,
we advanced further, we began developing ever more extensive cooperation in the
fields of politics, economics, science, technology and culture.
Many useful things in this respect were accomplished in recent months
as well. For instance, agreements have been signed that fully accord with the
spirit and letter of the Final Act adopted in Helsinki such as the ten-year
(more}

- 6agreement with Canada on economic, industrial, scientific and technological
cooperation; agreements on similar subjects with Cyprus and Portugal; the SovietPortuguese agreement on cultural cooperation; agreements with France on preventing accidental or unsanctioned use of nuclear weapons, on cooperation in the
field of energy, civil aviation and aircraft manufacture, and with Finland in the
field of public health and social security. As you see, things are moving ahead.
The whole world sees that the USSR is advancing along the road of peace and p'eaceful cooperation. And the whole world should know that we will advance further
along this road.
It must be admitted, however, the development of our relations with a
number of states has slowed down lately, and through no fault of ours. This was
caused to a considerable extent by the complex political situation in some countries, in particular by the election campaigns in the United States and the FRG.
Suffice it to say that matters are actually at a standstill in sue~ an
important question of Soviet-American relations as the drafting of a new long
term agreement on the limitation of offensive strategic weapons, although the
main content of this document was agreed upon at the summit level late in 1974.
Having received our latest proposals on the remaining question as
long ago as March of this year, the American side has not yet answered them. It
has been intimated to us that the reason for this lies in the complexities of
the election situation. We can only regret such an approach to an issue on which
the strengthening of peace and the security of two great nations depends, as
does the general improvement of the situation in the world for years to come.
But on the whole the development of our relations with the United States
so far retains its positive direction. The treaty on underground nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes was signed recently and mutually advantageous cooperation is underway in many fields of science and technology. Cultural exchanges
are b~ing conducted on an extensive scale. Economic ties, too, are expanding
littl~ by little, even with the existence of obstacles created by discriminatory
trade legislation in the United States. Were it not for these obstacles, our
economic ties would have certainly acquired an obsolutely different scope.
In the course of the election campaign the rival candidates, President
Ford and Mr. Carter, have repeatedly made statements on matters of foreign policy,
on relations with the Soviet Union.

rt

These statements, however, are for the most part of a rather general
and, not infrequently, of a contradictory nature. On the whole, both contenders
appear to be in favor of the further normalization of the international situation and of developing good relations with the USSR. But one often hears statements of a different sort from them as well: calls for a continued arms race,
for pursuaing a positions of strength policyi for a so-called tough line toward
the Soviet.Union, etc.
·

Nevertheless, whoever comes to power in Washington after the elections,
it appears that the United States will have to take into consideration the actual
alignment of forces in the world that prompted the American ruling circles, on
making a sober analysis of the situation, to commence in recent years a search
for accords with the socialist world. In any case, one thing must be absolutely
(more)
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of lessening the danger of a new world war remains invariable.
Now about relations with the Federal Republic of Germany.
Regular
elections to the Bundestag were held there recently. In the course of the
election campaign there was a noticeable increase in the activity of the forces
that attacked the government's 11 ~stpolitik" from anti-Soviet, hardly concealed
revanchist positions. In that situation we found it necessary to come out with
a statement of our policy in respect of the FRG so that the Soviet Union's position would be clear to all.
To emphasize the readiness of both sides to develop good relations
between the USSR and the FRG, we reached an agreement in principle with Chancellor
Schmidt that I would pay another visit to the Federal Republic. A short announcement on this was published.
Although the government coalition lost some ground, its victory in the
elections confirmed, as we see it, that the majority of the FRG•s population
seeks peace and the relaxation of tension, the further improvement of relations
with socialist states. This apparently creates conditions for the normal development of mutually advantageous relations between the USSR and the FRG. Our position is clear: We stand for this.
Our relations with France, including questions of foreign policy, continue to develop with success, although, of course, by no means do we have common
positions with the leadership of that country in all international matters.
It has not been ruled out that on the invitation of President Giscard
d' Estaing and in accordance with the established practice of exchanging visits,
I will visit France again in the near future. I think this will not only offer
an opportunity to discuss questions of interest to both sides, but also generate
an impulse for new initiatives in the traditionally friendly cooperation of the
two great peoples.
We have attached and continue to attach serious importance to relations
with Japan, our neighbor and one of the major Asian states. We have always considered as possible and desirable the development of broad and firm relations with
Japan on the principles of mutual respect and reciprocal profit, relations permeated with the spirit of good-neighborliness. As you know, we have spoken of
this repeatedly, even at the 25th Party Congress.
The last time I had an opportunity to voice some considerations about
the actual prospects for long-term 10 to 15-year economic cooperation between
our two countries was last August when I conversed in the Crimea with a prestigious
delegation from Japanese business circles, led by the chairman of the federation
of Japan's economic organizations.Mr. Doko.
The reaction of the Japanese participants in the talks and subsequent
comments in Japan itself were positive. This confirmed once again the existence
of a solid foundation for developing broad and firm reciprocally advantageous
relations between our two countries. As a matter of fact up to now th+s was also
confirmed in practice.
(more)

- 8 However, we entertain no illusions and know tQat a complicated struggle
for truly good Soviet-Japanese relations still lies ahead. The actions by the
Japanese authorities during the recent incident with the Soviet plane which made
a landing in Japan were a fresh reminder of tois. The facts are known to a}l.
We have already clearly stated our opinion about these Japanese actions in Soviet
Government statements and in Andrei Gromyko's talk with the Foreign Minister
of Japan. Here I only want to stress tqat the beryavior of tqe Japanese authorities seriously clouded tQe general atmosphere of Soviet-Japanese relatio~s. It
sowed doubts among Soviet people as to the sincerity of the statements made in
Tokyo about the desire for good ~elations with the USSR.
Comrades! We want the peaceful coexistence of states to be not only
bilateral, but to assume an ever wider multilateral cparacter, forming, as it
were, a connecting tissue of lasting peace. It is precisely toward this, in
particular, that the Soviet Union's proposals to hold European congresses on
the problems of transport, energy, environmental protection are directed.
On the whole, the work to implement the Helsinki accords is taking the
form of scores and even hundreds of practical deeds. They may not always be
conspicuous, but this is party and state work of exceptional importance. And we
Soviet people value the efforts of those who work in the same direction. For
the cause of peace, so close to the heart of every Soviet person, is our common
cause.
The so-called confidence-building measures--the practice of giving
prior notification to other countries of forthcoming major military maneuvers
and inviting foreign observers to them, approved on our initiative at the European
conference--played a useful role in creating a calmer atmosphere in Europe.
We also consistently observe those provisions of the Final Act adopted
in Hel: sinki which concern the expansion of cultural and other ties and contacts
a~ong peoples, the expansion of exchange of information.
We proceed from the
fact tnat in the conditions of relaxation of tension the development of such ties
and contacts is quite natural--of course given the strict observance of the principles of mutual respect for the sovereignty and non-interference in the internal
affairs of each other. But to violate these principles in relations with the
Soviet Union, to act counter to the interests of the Soviet people and o~
socialist system we--you will have to excuse us, gentlemen--will not allow anyone to do that.
1

In this connection one must say that in the conditions of relaxa'l;ion
of tension ever higher tasks are being set to our ideological work. Our propaganda, both inside the country and abroad, must sensitively respond to the
changes taking place in the world, ~ust be understandable and convincing. The
Central Committee will continue to hold questions of ideological work in the
center of its attention. We shall demand the same of all party bodies and
organizations.
Comrades! There is 'no task of greater importance in the struggle for
lasting peace today than ending the arms race, unleashed by imperialist powers,
and the transition to disarmament. The fact is that the aggressive circles of
(more)
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the capitalist world respond to their defeats in social battles, to the loss of
colonial possessions, to more and more countries abandoning capitalism, to the
successes of world socialism and the growing influence of Communist Parties in
bourgeois states, by feverish military preparations. Militar~ budgets are
swelling, new types of armaments are being created, bases are being built,
military demonstrations are undertaken. Leaning on this "position of strength 11
imperialism hopes to retain its capability of ordering other countries and
peoples about, which is disappearing.
Striving to underpin their policy "ideologically," so to speak, the
imperialist inspirers of the arms race stoop to any means and do not particularly
care for elementary logic. When they need new allocations for armaments, they
scare parliamentarians and the public with 11 superior Soviet power, 11 but when they
need to show the electorate their concern for defense, thoy assure them of the
"absolute military superiority of the West. 11
So far as our defense is concerned, we spend on it exactly as much as
is necessary to assure the Soviet Union's security and the defense, jointly with
the fraternal countries, of the gains of socialism so that potential aggressors
will not be tempted to try and solve in their favor the historical controversy
between the two opposite social systems by force. To also maintain the country's
armed forces at a high level in the future, so that Soviet soldiers always have
the most up-to-date weaponry, which the imperialists could not ignore such is
our duty to the people that we shall sacredly fulfill!
At the same time we have no greater desire than to switch the assets,
of necessity diverted today from the national economy, toward raising the people's
living standards, toward creative purposes. We are prepared even tomorrow to
start disarmament measures--either big and radical, or, as a beginning only
partial--on a truly fair, reciprocal basis.
As far as we are concerned, we
shall! not be found wanting!
Many years ago V. I. Lenin spoke of disarmament as the 11deal of socialism." At that time no real prerequisites yet existed for stopping the growth of
militarism, for averting the threat of a world war. ,Today the situation is different. The forces of socialism and peace exert such an infl~ence that advance
toward solving this problem, which is crucial to all humanity, even though
gradually and in individual sectors, is entering the realm of the possible.
Moreover, there is a slowly growing realization among the ruling quarters of
capitalist states that in this nuclear age to stake on unleashing a new world
holocaust is as futile as it is perilous and criminal.
In recent years the joint efforts of peace-loving forces, with the
most active contribution of our country, succeeded in attaining substantial results in the matter of reducing the threat of a new nuclear war. Concrete,
binding international treaties and agreements have been concluded on such questions as the ending of a considerable part of nuclear weapons tests; the taking
of measures against further nuclear proliferation in the world;on the nonde~loyment of such weapons in space, on the sea and ocean floor; on the limiting of strategic armaments by the Soviet Union and the United States; on the
prohibiting and eliminating of bacteriological weapons. These are not bad
results at all. They refute the laments of the sceptics who renounce the
struggle for disarmament as hopeless. But what has been achieved needs consolidation and further development in order to' effectively put an end to the new
(more)
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arms race.
You remember, Comrades, how sharply and as a matter of principle the
~uestion of disarmament was posed at our party's 25th Congress.
Following the
co~~ress, the Political Bureau repeatedly discussed ways of giving a new impetus
._to the struggle for this most important matter. It was decided, among other
t~ings, to come forth with a number of concrete proposals at the next session
of the UN General Assembly.
The Soviet Union proposed the conclusion of a world treaty on the
non-use cf force in international relations. A substantial description of the
document was given at the session of the UN General Assembly. Here I only wish
to st~ess that the non-use of force in our draft covers interstate relations
without infringing on the peoples' inalienable right to struggle for their
social and national emancipation. We strictly distinguish between these two
spheres.
The USSR also submitted for the deliberation of the UN an extensive
complex document--a memorandum containing a broad, all-encompassing program of
disarmament measures, most topical at this time.
In short, our country has again come out before the world with a concrete program for disarmament. In order to make this program as realistic as
possible, substantial new elements have been included. The views of many states
on a number of questions have been taken into account, certainly, without prejudicing the interests of our security. We are also taking a flexible position
in the sense that we are prepared to tackle the implementation of either all
the measures stipulated under the program, or, for a start, only some of them,
moving from one step to another.
Disarmament must become the common cause of all states withdut exception. 1his purpose is served by our proposals to convene a world disarmament
conference or, at first, as a step in this direction, to call a special session
of the Lm General Assembly.
I
'

The Soviet Union's new initiatives in the UN met with the understanding
and support of many states and the broad peace-loving public. This gladdens us.
It inspires us to make new efforts in the name of lasting peace on Earth!
I want to specially emphasize that the Soviet Union continues to consider the attainment of success at the Vienna talks on reducing armed forces and
armaments in Central Europe one of the most important tasks. We are proposing
concrete solutions there that would lead to a reduction of the military forces
confronting each other in Europe, without damage to any of the sides. We are
prepa~ed to discuss counter-proposals based on the same principles.
We are
prepared for a further joint constructive search, but it must be constructive,
honest, not aimed at unilateral advantages, for negotiations with our partners
at any level, including the very highest.
Dear Comrades! If one were to mention the main thing that we succeeded in attaining in international affairs, one could say with a clear conscience: As a result of efforts undertaken together with the other socialist
states and with the support of all peace-loving, realistically-minded forces,
(more)
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it became possible to push further away the threat of nuclear war 6 to make peace
more reliable 6 stronger.
We can.all rejoice and take pride in such a result 6 Comrades!
winner is all humanity!
In conclusion allow me to briefly dwell
World Communist Movement.

The

on some questions of the

First of all it must be noted that in the course of stubborn class
battles the Communist Parties in a number of capitalist countries achieved
major successes recently. They expanded their mass base 6 strengthened their
prestige 6 and their weight in the political life increased.
Active today in three out of the six major capitalist powers--France 6
Italy and Japan--are mass Communist Parties which were supported during elections
by more than 20 million people. As a result of the latest elections 6 the
Communist Party of Italy has won such a position that in fact not a single major
question in the life of that state can be decided without its participation.
In France the alliance of the Communists with the socialists and other
left forces has become a generally recognized weighty factor in that country's
political life. After long decades of fascist terror the Communists of Portugal
not only openly emerged on the political arena but became one of the most active
and influent~al parties in the country. The Communist Party of Spa1n6 too 6 is
emerging ~r,,!,: the underground and its prestige is growing. The Communist Parties
of India, '~ 1 .nlrmd, Denmark and some Latin American countries enjoy considerable
political •,•eight in their countries.
~hus, as the positions of socialism and the forces of national liberation strengthen in the world, the communist movement is scoring outstanding
succes~es.
Naturally we welcome this from the bottom of our hearts.

,lut the imperialists react differently. The increasing influence of
Commun:f.·,t Parties in Western Europe caused them alarm. The leaders of the USA
and the ~',.,G resorted to such gross pressure and threats against Italy in connection with the Communist Party's electoral success that it caused indignation
in many ~ountries, even among Italian bourgeois politicians. Nor did we in the
USSR conceal our opinion on that scope.
The Berlin Conference of Communist and Workers Parties of Europe, held
last summer, was a significant event of recent times. Its preparation took a
lot of time, the views of 29 parties on a number of important problems had to be
compared in order to reach agreement on the draft of the concluding document.
However, the patient collective work was justified. The conference
passed in the spirit of class solidarity and fraternal interaction of the
Communists of Europe, of joint concern for strengthening peace, security, cooperation and social progress on the continent. It was attended by all European
Communist Parties except the Albanian, and the concluding document was adopted
unanimously.
(more)

(~
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The speeches of the participants in the Berlin Conference were permeated with the spirit of active struggle for peace and socialism. The document it adopted is a concrete program of further struggle for peace, security
and relaxation in Europe. On the whole, as viewed both by friends and our
class adversaries, the Berlin Conference furnished new testimony of the Communists I active role in European life. And we are feeling satisfaction that
the CPSU was able to make its contribution to this great cause.
This, Comrades, is what I wanted to tell you about interrtatlonal affaira.
As you see, the Political Bureau of the Central Committee carries out tireless
work in t~is field, too, to implement the decisions of the 25th Congress. We
shall continue this work with all our energy in the name of peace and the happiness of the Soviet people, in the name of peace and the progress of all humanity.
Comrades, in concluding my speech I would like to stress that the
realization of the tasks posed by the 25th Congress should be facilitated by all
party organizational and ideological-political work.
It is necessary to further ensure .that all Communists, wherever they
work, whatever position or post they occupy, would be examples of exactitude
and discipline, creative attitude to the matter at hand, examples of the state
approach to the solution of tasks, big and small.
The party•s line toward all out development of creative initiative by
the Communists of local party, Soviet and economic management bodies, of the
broad mas0e~ of the people, is a correct line, and we tangibly feel the beneficial results it yields.
I. Lenin stressed that the plan as an assignment of the socialist
state toi \!crlcers is a tremendous mobilizing force. The documents which we are
discuss~hs accord with the cardinal interests of workers, collective farmers
and our intelligentsia.
He must ensure that every labor collective, every working man and woman
woulQ know the perspective, have a clear idea of the frontiers that are to be
reached and the tasks that have to be accomplished.
A tremendous, fascinatingly interesting project opens up before the
country, befo~e our party and people in the Tenth Five-Year Plan period. This
project is extremely important. The might, prestige and florishing of our
motherland, the welfare of every family, the welfare and happiness of every
Soviet person depend on how we will work, how we will fulfill the plans we have
mapped out.
There is no doubt that this time again our people, guided by the party
of Lenin, will prove worthy of the high responsibility placed on it by history.
The plans of the party, the tasks set forth by its 25th Congress will
be translated into life!
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OF THE SOVIET UNION ON QUESTIONS OF - ft~

ENDING THE. ARMS 'RACE AND(DISARMAMENT.

In new historic conditions where international detente is making itself
felt to an ever greater degree and people everywhere entertain increasing
hopes for the establishment of lasting peace 1 the Soviet Union, being guided
by the ·foreign policy programmtf of.the 25th Congress of the CPSU, renews
its appeal to all member states of the United Nations, to all states of the
world to redouble their efforts in solving the problem which is the greatest
in scope and significance in contemporary interstate relations--the problem
of ending the arms race and!disarm ament. ~
. ·.
~

•'

No task confronting mankind today is more urgent. "Today, this objective
is more vital than ever" 1 --declared L. I. Brezhnev, General Secretary of the
Central Committee of the CPSU. "Mankind is tired ·of sitting .upon mountains
of arms, yet the arms race spurred on by aggressive imperiali~t circles is
becoming more intensive''.
·
' ·.
A race in arms in the nuclear age is fraught with a far more serious
threat to the life of the peoples than at any time in the past. Modern weapons
are thousands of times more powerful than any of those used in wars 9f
earlier periods. The destruction of Hiroshima--the first victim of the use of
_5the nuclear weapons-- lives in the memory of the peoples as a horrible tragedy.
But nowadays states possess such types of these weapons and in such
quantities that could destroy hundreds, even thousands of cities like
Hiroshima. One modern nuclear warhead has -thet~'destructive power exceeding
that of all explosives used by states in.the Second World War. Yet weapons
of mass destruction continue to develo12absorbing the latest achievements
of the scientific and technological revolution)and they are ever growing in
quantity.
It is an utterly false concept which justifies the arms race by alleging
that the "balance of fear" is indeed a safeguard for peace. An official report
of UN experts, world famous scholars, admits with every reason that each
new step in the development of weapons of mass destruction entails a new
and still more ominous degree of uncertainty and increased danger. The arms
race provides security for no one.

'
- 2 Another thing is also obvious. If the arms race is not stopped; it
will inevitably set a barrier to the deepening of political detente in
relations between states. This is why an increasing number of states
·
recognize the need for supplementing political detente with efforts towardy/
reducing military confrontation apd facilitating disarmament. The states
· .... -~~t participated in the All Et1ro~ Conference on Security and CoJj>pera~/ tf~u·nanimously pronounced themselves in favo~ of such a policy if
0
'

The arms race is inconsistent with the interests and the will of the
peoples. Only militarists and military-industrial complexes stand to gain
from .it. The arms race consumes vital resources of the countries and deprives
the peoples of a considerable and ever growing proportion of wealth created
by their labor. Accordi~g to th~ UN data the whole world spends today about
300 billion dollars a year on armaments, i.e. a million dollars every two
minutes. This considerabiy exceeds the entire national income of the
developing countries of Asia and Africa. In a modern world it costs on the
average sixty time less to educate a child for creative endeavo,Jr' than to
teach a soldier the AB~of .des.truction. And more and more .states are being
involved in the arms race'. ' ..
..
.
. ···'

-.

.

. ..

Th~ c~ntin~ed arms ra~e hampers the resolution of urgent problems
common to all mankind--the development of essentially new sources of energy,
·extensive exploration and use of the oceans and outer space, prevention of
disastrous changes in the environment, eradication of diseases, hunger and
cultural backwardness. For all this enormous investments are needed and it
is impossible to mobilize
suHicient.
resources
without putting an end to the
.
. .
j .·
competition in armaments.
Thus, the problem confronting mankind today is this: ~ither the arms
race is stopped and states proceed to disarmament/educing step by step
the threat of military conflict and releasing more and more material and
intellectual resources for the purposes of economic and social development,
or the gigantic war preparation machine will ~onsume an ever greater amount
of resources vital for people, while the shadow of war catastrophe will loom
larger and larger over the peoples.
For any state desirous of safeguarding the security of its people and
of creating the most favqJfable opportunities for their advancement along the
path of progress 1 for any politician conscious of his responsibility for world
developments, for any sensible person there can only be one ·alternative:
.everything must be done to bring about the cessation of the arms race and-#:Jz_
')......;~~ disarmament. This is hot a simple task: !_n working out any measure in the
field of disarmament the states have to"'ake decisions on matters directly
bearing on their national security, to weigh carefully diverse political,
strategic and military-technological factors. But it is well known that failure
to put an end to the arms race is not due to these difficulties.

ll

·'
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The main obstacle is the resistance of imperialist ·forces. The obstacle
is raised, above all, by monopolisug quarters for whi~h the. arms -~~-C?"!.
provides profits worth thousands of-millions. The obstacle is raised by
political parties and groups committed to the cold war policy which \.vould
not abandon their foolhardy designs to resolve by force the historical
confrontation of the two social systems. Also desirous of impeding the
resolution of disarmament ·problems are those who assert cynically that
mankind's future can most easily be built on radig[}ctive ruins 1 those who)
in pursuit of the narrow objectives of their great-power policy¥which are
alien to the interests of the people~ 1 are ready to doom even their own people
to mass annihilation in another world war.
These forces would not sto'() at any means of deception in attempting
to complicate the question of the .cessation of the arms race and to hamper
the peoples 1 struggle for disarmament. These include shameless slander as
regards the policies of states advocaUn.g disarmament az:1d false expatiation~
about the lust for power inherent in man and about humari rights and
fundamental freedoms 1 expatiations designed to cover up the most inhuman
and misanthropic thing--the manufacturing of weapons for ann~hilating people.
There is no doubt and there cannot be any doubt that it is feasible to
overcome the opposition raised by disarmament opponents. The correlation
of forces in international politics do~s riot at all develop in_ their favq&r. The
socialist states 1 whose soci~olitical nature rules out any kind of interest
in war and armaments 1 are working res6hitely and persistently to bring about
the cessation of the arms race. The non-aligned movement also comes out in·
favqtlf of disarmament. Statesmen and politicians of various .countries of
the world are becoming more keenly aware of the fact that in the nuclear age
a military conflict is fraught with exceedingly grave consequences and that ·
.
the interests of security demand the curbing o!)he arms race and not its
.. further intensification. Public opinion in favo].fr of an early adoption of
~cnc.al
·
·
(_
_ _-effective-measures to tpis eff~ct is becoming more and more pronounced and
determined.
!

oA

.

'

.

The possibility Wsolv~e disarmament problem has been convincingly
proved by the fact that in recent years certain steps of this kind have I indeed 1
been taken. Though these steps are but Initial and limited, their importance
is great.
.

-rkv\ ~~j_..._J_o_

-±he.se..._are. the Soviet-U.S. agreements aimed at preventing nuclear war
and reducing the risk of its accidental outbreak, at the limitation of strategic
arms as well as the, agreement between.the Soviet Union and France' on the
prevention of an accidental or unauthorized use of nuclear weapons.
I~ ~...)l.c
S.-t.veJ. r. L
·
.!fhese-ar~the measures limiting the nuclear arms race, .including the
treaties on the prohibition of nuclear weapon tests in the atmosphere in
outer space and under water, on the limitation of underground nuclear
1

I

- 4 weapon tests, the treaties on the non-proliferation of nuclear.weapons, on
the non-emplacement of nucl~ar weapons in outer space, on celestial
bodies, on the s·ea-bed and the ocean floor. Talks are under way concerning
a long-term Soviet-U.S. agreement on the limitation of strategic offensive
arms 1 ·and their successful completion would be a new major contribution
to the consolidation of international peace and security.
~~....~
.· . ·
These-are the international convention on the prohibition of the development and production and the destruction of stockpiles of bacteriological {biolo.,..
gical) and toxin we a pons 1 which is already in force 1 and the convention on
the prohibition of military and any other hostile use of environmental modification techniques<)h~\talk_(on wfiicfiJare nearing completion.

.

~ ~1.4.rto~.;~

.

And finally the-se-are-·the efforts made to ease military confrontation
in different parts of the world. In this connection of special importance are 1
of course the negotiations that are now going on regarding the reduction
of armed forces and armaments in Central Europe--the area where the most
powerful groups of the armed forces of NATO and the Warsaw Treaty are
concentrated. Having recently advanced new proposals .aimed at moving these
negotiations forward the participating- socialist count!ie,s are now expecting
reciprocal steps from their counterparts.· ·
1

1

I

The Soviet Union Is proposal to sign a world treaty on the non-use of
force in international relations is. now getting broad support. The purpose ·
of this initiative is to make through~"]~int effort of state7 the principle of the
1
non-use of force establishe d in the UN Charter an integral part of the practical
: policies of states and an effective law of international life. The use of both
nuclear and conventional. weapons should be completely excluded from
·
relations between states. .
Thus 1 new political and material prerequisites are now taking shape for ·
more resolute progress toward~n;ding the arms race and towardf'disannament ~
Such prerequfsites did not exist in the past, including the years preceding
World War II and the first postwar decades. They do exist now~ The duty :
of all states is to make the utmost use of them in the interests of international
peace and security 1 in the interests of peoples.
·
The Soviet Union 1 as before 1 is prepared to negotiate the most radical
disarmament measures including general and complete disarmament. Together
with its Warsaw Treaty allies the Soviet Union is prepared to proceed to
mutual dissolution of the opposing political and military groupings of states
or 1 to begin with I of their military organizations. If not all are prepared to
get down to the realization of these objectives at once 1 they should be
reached gradually step by step. The most essential thing is to move on.
from discussions on ending the arms race to practical steps.
1

1

I
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The analysis of the state of the political and strategic situation in
the world, of the trends and prospects of its development, and of material
and technological factors which· ·determine the nature and form of the' race
leads to the conclusion that under current conditions the main directions
for coordinated action by states in the field of disarmament are as follows:

1. Cessation of the nuclear arms race, reduction and
subsequent elimination of nuclear weapons
In the situation where nuclear weapons pose the greatest danger to
mankind, complete nuclear disarmament becomes the most important
measure. ~------~-----.The s·oviet Union has always·f~vored banning nu~lear weapons_Yand
their withdrawal from the arsenals. of states. It worked for this when nuclear
weapons had J~st. aP.peared. At tha·t time their stocks were not large'
and , it · ·
.
·was relatively easier to agree on their prohibition. and elimination. Now that
nuclear weapons have grown into a huge complex. of types and systems of
means of destruction, diverse in purpose, capacity and ways of delivering
nuclear charges to the target, the problem of eliminating them: has be.come
much more difficult. But it can be' solved in the present situation. as well.
\

.

;

'

for

The first thing to be done
this purpose is to stop the arrns race, that
is, to stop manufacturiljg nuclear· w~ap,oris, equipping armed forces of states· · .
with them, -the-develop~nt and..8~tiu~4<m-of-new models and types of
, such weapons. At the same time or immediately after that) reductions in the
stocks of nuclear weapons should commence, with the transfer of nuclear
materials thus released to peace.ful sectors of the economy. The ultimate
.. //
goal of the reduction should be the complete elimination.ofall types of·
nuclear weapons-- strategic and tactical,· offensive and defensive. The
reduction of the stocks of nuclear charges I warheads and bombs' should be
carried out along with the reduction of their means of delivery.

f/

Naturally 1 simultaneously with nuclear disarmament 1 measures should
be taken for the limitation and reduction of armed fortes of states and
armaments of conventional types which also pose no small threat to the
peoples.
·
I
.

4J,(

.
It is evident that nuclear disarmament could be achieved only if all
.
states possessing nuclear weapons take part in it. It is inconceivable that
...
1,
some nuclear powers should be moving ahead toward eliminating their nuclear ~ · :
weapons while other.)should be stockpiling and perfecting them. That is why .
:
nuclear powers should participate in nuclear disarmament negotiations. As
·
for the Soviet Union, it is prepared 1 as has been already stated by the Soviet
side, to sit down at any time at the negotiating table together with all the
other nuclear powers for a comprehensive discussion of the nuclear disarmament problem in all its scope and for a joint elaboration of concrete ways-ef--~
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its practical solution. The Soviet Union has no objections to non-nuclear
powers also taking part in such negotiations since all the countries and
all·the peoples of the world are interested in ·nuclear disarmament.
2. Prohibition of nuclear weapon tests
An important issue on the solution of which largely depends the
cessation of the arms race is the prohibition of all nuclear weapon tests.
This problem should be tackled without waiting for the outcome of negotiations
on complete nuclear disarmament.
The prohibition of all nuclear weapon)ests will put an end to their
qualitative perfection and prevent the emergence of new types of these
weapons. The Moscow treaty ba~ning nuclear we·a:pon tests in the atmosphere 1
in outer space and under water as well as the treaty between the USSR and
the USA on the limitation of underground tests have· only partially solved this
problem" Besides 1 two nuclear powers out of Jive h~we not acceded to the
Moscow treaty and one of them 1 China 1 still continues to carry out nuclear
test explosions in the atmosphere.

No~e has come t~ bring the task ~f stopping nuclear weapon tests
to a conclusion. Conditions are quite ripe for that 1 in particular as a result
of the signing between the USSR and the USA of the treaty on underground
nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes 1 establishing such a procedure for
carrying out peaceful explosions as will preclude their use for perfecting
nuclear weapons.
As is known, in 1975 the Soviet Union proposed the conclusion of a treaty
on the complete and general prohibition of nuclear weapon ·tests I i.e. on the
prohibition of conducting nuclear test explosions in all environments and by
all states. The draft of such a treaty was at the time submitted by the Soviet
Union to the United Nations 1 and a year has already pass·ed since the General
Assembly pronounced itself in favo.Jr of holding concrete negotiations to·
reach agreement on the complete and general prohibition of nuclear weaponS
tests. However, due to the negative stand taken by some nuc_lear powers
such negotiations have not started. It is necessary to begin them promptly.
It is a known fact that the question of stopping underground nuclear tests
was complicated by certain states which artificially exaggerated the problem
of control. It was persistently alleged 1 in particular 1 that it was impossible
without on-site inspections to tell natural seismic phenomena (earthquakes)
from similar .phenomena caused by underground nuclear explosions 1 hence
it was impossible to verify compliance by states with their obligations with
regard to the prohibition of underground nuclear weapon tests. Most experts
never accepted this view 1 believing that national technical means and
international exchange of seismic data were sufficient to verify compliance
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with a treaty banning underground nuclear weapon tests. W'ith the development
of technology for detecting and identifying seismic phenomena; this view
now enjoys practically unanimous support among scientists. However,
even now some states suggest the possibility of on-site inspection of actual
circun)stances if there is doubt as to compliance with the obligations to stop
underground nuclear tests.
r

The Soviet Union is convinced that no particular difficulties should arise
in elaborating .sueh a compromise basis for an agreement W would ensure a
voluntary framework for'~aking decisions relating to on-site ascertaining of
relevant circumstances and, at the same time, impart confidence to all
parties to the treaty that the obligations are complied with. The Soviet Union
stands _ready to participate in a search for a universally acceptable understanding on this basis.
3 .-Bonso-l:i:datfon-okhe:regima..of..the
non-proliferation
;::=;a
of nuclear weapons
~
It is absolutely clear that the threat of nuclear war would immeasurably
increase if other states which at present do not possess nuclear weapons were
involved in· the process of developing and stockpiling such weapons. It is
not difficult to imagine th.e consequences brought about by such a turn of
.
events when the arsenals of parties in conflict in one region or another would
include nuclear weapons as well.
!,

•

'

•

"

•

'

••

I
Hence the need to~fe-ff.rve1Y)a further spread of nuclear weapons.
In this sense the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear \Veapons, to
which about one hundred states have become parties, has achieved a great
deal. The obligation to renounce proliferation of nuclear weapons is now a
rule of international law.
It should b~\ however ,Ltake_z.!_~::_t_~-ac_~oun~that for the time being not all
nuclear powers are parties to the Treaty onl:ne Non-Proliferation of Nuclear ,
Vveapons. Refusing to become parties to it are also some non-nuclear
states
which are capable, in view of their industrial and technological level, of
developing nuclear weapons of their own. Therefore, it is important to strive
for the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons to become genuinely
universal. The Soviet Union supports· all the decisions of the United Nations
adopted in this respect.
In the interests of consolidat-1-rutt.:b5:!:--:r.eg.ime of the non-proliferation
of nuclear weapons it is also necessary to take actions of another kind. It is
well known that in the process of their operation nuclear power plants proc;luce
and accumulate as a "by-product" a fissionable material--plutonium--which can
be used for manufacturing nuclear weapons. W'ith the development of international commercial exchange of nuclear materials, equipment and technology,
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possibilities of this kind will increase 1 including those of the states which
have notassum~d obligations under the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
·Nuclear Vveapons. It is obvious that the states which supply nuclear
materials, equipment and technology bear in this connection special
responsibility. Strict safeguards are needed to prevent international cooperation iii. the field of peaceful uses of nuclear energy from becoming
a channel of spreading nuclear weapons. This is not a question of commerce
but a question of policy 1 a question of international security.
The Soviet Union is also :resolutely advocating the need for perfecting
in every possible way the system of control over nuclear installations and
materials exercised by the International Atomic Energy Agency. To this end 1
.. the Soviet Union is ready to cf:operate with all interested states.

.

~.

.

.

4. Prohibition and destruction of chemical weapons
·.·
..................

Foll~wing

the conclusi~n of ·the ~~n~ention banning bacteriological
weapons, especially pressing has become the task of completely prohibiting
and eliminating another dangerous category of weapons of mass destruction-chemical weapons. The use of such weapons as far back as the years of
\fi!orld V/ar I caused
.
. grave sufferings and mass deaths. Since that time
military and chemical technology has made ·great strides~ New types of
chemical weapons threatening people with· still more agonizing death have
· been developed. Radical improvements have also been made in the means
of delivery of chemical weapons, which can now be used not only in combat
areas 1 i.e. against tne armed forces of the other side 1 but also against
the civilian population in vital centre's of states.
v

.

The Soviet Union/ogether with many other

countrie~

has long proposed

ro a<_Jree. on the prohibition and elimination of all chemical means of warfare.
This problem should be solved radically and bysingle action,as was the case
with bacteriological weapons. However 1 the negotiations on this subject.J
which haveLbeen going on1alreaoylfor several years)still fail to offer prospects
for such a comprehensive solution. In this connect1on the question arises
as to~ossibility of starting witn-JB.greement on the prohibition and
elimination of the most' dangerous I lethal types of chemical weapons. The
Soviet Union is ready to seek such a solution as well. A substantial contribution to. this end could be the implementation of the Soviet-U.s·. accord
on joint initiative to conclude a convention on the most dangerous I lethal
chemical means of warfare.
As regards control ·over observance of the prohibition of chemical weapons,
it should be based on national means. In this respect there exists a positive
precedent in the convention banning bacteriological weapons. At the same
time the Soviet Union is ready to e;{amine a possibility of using additional
control procedures and, in particular, to discuss methods of verifying the
destruction of stocks of chemical weapons which are to be excluded from the
arsenals of states.

- 9 There is no reasol}.and there cannot be an'l for delay as regards the
question of banning chemical weapons. vVhat is nedded is to show _political
will and desire to reach generally acceptable agreement.
.
5. Prohibition· ·of the development of -new types and new
sy"stems of weapons of mass destruction

Scientific and technological progress poses the pressing problem of
preventing the emergence of new typ~~ 1~uid' systems- of we_apons of mass
destruction. New types of weapons~appear alread¥- in the forese~able
. future·and may~ become 'commensurate in their destructi~e ·capabilities with .·
nuclear, chemical or bacteriological weapons or ..;ven siirpass them.

.

.

At pre~sent there are no limitations whatsoever on the use of science for
such purpos'es. It means that most unexpected dev~lopments may occur at any
tim~ the conseqtiences of which cannot be foreseen. The ;~anger is great. It
is necessary to find means to avert it.
·
·
It was pr~cisely these considerations that.JQEil Soviet . l.Jnion was guided
by when proposing in 1975 to conclude an intemqtional agreement which
would prevent the develop.ment and manufacture. of; new,.type~ 'ancl' systems of
weapons of mass destruction. As is known.negot,iations to this effect are
already under way, which is a positive factor. ·In:the co~rse of the negotiation.1
it has become desirable to specify the object of,the prohibition·, 1.~. to
,define new types and new systems of weapons of mass destruction.
.

..

'

...

The Soviet Union is ready to propose 'fH:tCh an approach which would ipclude...
among new types of weapons of mass des,truction ~ny types of weap.ons based
on qualitatively new princiPles of action:--accord~ng to the method of use and
the targets to be attacked· or the nature of their i~pact. Take, fox:- example;
ray weapons capable of affecting blood and intracellular plasma;· infrasound
weapons designed to damage internal organs and affect human behavior;
genetic weapons the Use of which would affect the mechanism of heredity.
If we take into account the fact that science never stops i'n its advance I it
is not difficult to realize that in the future possibilities may emerge for
the development of even more dangerous types of weapons •.
'

·'

:

~

.

:

As. for new systems .of weapons of mass destruction, they should not be
developed either for new types of such weap~ns .or for those types of weapons
which ·are based on the scientific principles already in use but whose dangerous
characteristics can be further increased as a result of introducing new technical
elements of combat or support means. In t(lis context, aero3space .~systems
of nuclear weapons on the basis of transport space ships may serve as an
e.:cample. The quest1on of the prohibition of the development of new types and
new systems of weapons of mass destruction is an important and timely one;

- 10 it embraces an essential aspect of the whole problem of disarmament and

prevention of war. Negotiations on this question should be given top
priority. ·
6. Reducation of armed forces and conventional armaments
Nuclear and other types ·or: weapops of m:a~s destruction pose, undoubtedly)
the greatest threat to mankind. But can anyone forget the ,..many millions
of human lives lost by ma-nkind-as a result of the use of-th:Et so-called
·
conventional armaments? Even since World War II the destructive power of
these armaments has increased many-fold. A modern tank is many times~
more deadly ...Neap~than a tank of the 19405. The same is true of artillery,
small arms and, of course, aircraft.
· ·
The armed conflicts which have ta.ken place in various parts of the
world in recent years have shown how tragic for people are the consequences
of the use of new models of conventional arms ·and how great is the
destruction of material values caused by them.
Thus....l~,Vfe itself sets before states the task of taking feasible measures
to reduc~''attct~ft:"..G"f~rtillery, tanks and other modern types of conventional
armaments as well a~f~rmed forces\~e~ipped with these weapons. Since
the Second World WaiJthe Soviet Union ha~ repeatedly come out with concrete
proposals on this score. The Soviet side has proposed specific figures for
ceilings on the strength of armed forces of major states and has expressed
its readiness to conduct negotiations on this matter both within the frame. work of the programme.. of general and complete disarmament and as a separate
measure covering major states. These proposalfi have not been accepted.
And even now the Soviet Union is prepared to conduct negotiations on
reduction of armed forces and
s armaments. Giyen
. ·..the desire for this on the
part of all states which posess .. powerful armed forces., such negotiations
could lead to positive results and to constructive agreements.

Similarly the Soviet Union believes it desirable that new efforts be made
at an international level to bring about the elimination of all military bases
in foreign territories and the withdrawal of foreign troops from such territories.
In many of its forums the United Nations expressed itself quite definitely
in favo%of the solution of this problem both on a global scale and on the
scale of individual continents. However, no progress has been made in
this respect, which cannot but cause concern. The Soviet Union, as before,
is pre-pared to c~perate actively and constructively in solvingthis problem.
7. Zones of peace in the Indian Ocean and other regions
In recent years states in various regions of the world have been ever more
insistent in raising the question of putting into effect regional measures of
military detente with particular emphasis on the point that powers which do

- ll not belong to corresponding regions should not build up their armed forces
or establish their military bases there.
Thus_, the littoral states of the Indian Ocean express their concern over
the fact that some states which are geographically very remote from the
region ar~~military bases and increasing their military
presence\? In regarding such actions as a threat to their independence and
· security, these countries advance~ idea of turning the Indian Ocean into a
zone of peace. The Soviet Union regards this proposal with understanding.
Obviously, the key question here is to assure that there must be no
foreign military bases in the region of the Indian Ocean, that the bases
which were established there mu~t be dismantled) and the establishment of
new bases must be precluded. As to the Soviet Union, it did not and does
not intend to build military bases in the Indian ·ocean.
In solving the question of foreign.military bases along these lines, the
Soviet Union would be prepared together with other powers to seek ways
for reducing on a reciprocal basis military activities of non-littoral states
in the Indian Ocean and in the regions directly adjacent to it. Naturally,
measures of this kind must fully take irito account generally recognized
rules of international law regarding freedom of navigation o~igh seas and
the need for asso·ciated business calls at ports of littoral states as well
as for research. This question is of great importance for the Soviet Union
since practically the only sea route navigable all the year round which
connects the European part of the USSR with the Soviet Far East passes
through the Indian Ocean.
·· The littoral states of the Indian Ocean are. in favotf of holding an
international conference to discuss practical measures to turn the region
into a zone of peace. The Soviet Union would be prepared to consider the
question of its attitude toward.rthe convocation of such a conference in
the light of the above considerations.
·'
The Mediterranean is another region where military tensions, especially
in connection with the I·!Iiddle East conflict, reacheqfuom·Hme to time,...;
dangerous proportions;~Vlith a view to reducing .tf1e-tensioris·, the Soviet
Union proposed some time ago to the United States to agree on the withdrawal
from the Mediterranean of Soviet and U.S. ships and submarines carrying
nuclear weapons. This proposal is st~ll validJand it is in the interest of
all states whose security in one way or another depends on the situation
in the Mediterranean to work for its implementation.

--- 12 The problem of military detente is very relevant for the Middle East.
The Soviet Union has repeatedly· expressed itself in favo¥ of stopping
the arms race in the Middle East within the framework of a comprehensive
political settlement of the Middle East conflict.
In various regions of the world the states concerned p~t forward proposals
on the establishment of nuclear-free zones. That reflects their desire for
effective limitation of the proliferation of nuclear weapons and for reduction
of the threat of nuclear war. The Soviet Union supports such proposals.
It is prepared to c~perate in their implementation;taking into acco1_.1nt 1
naturally 1 the possibilities of a particular region where it is proposed to
establish a nuclear:-_free zone. It is important that such zones should
actually be free from nuclear weapons and that appropriate agreements
containa4.._no loopCholes and 1W6r-e- fully consistent with the generally
recognized rules of international law.
8. Reduction of military budgets
.

.

One of the promising approaches to stopping the ·arms ra:ce ·and to
disarmament is the reduction o~ilitary budgets of states. The resources thus
rele,ased could be channeled for the purposes of econom~c and social progress
of peoP,les 1 for accelerating the rates of economic growth, ensuring·
employme;nt I developing new sources of energy 1 solving the food problem I
combatting diseases and building new schools and higher educatiomil
establishments.
The Soviet Union has repeatedly put forward propQsals ~orthe reduction
of mil;i.tary budgets and has taken steps which could serve as an example
in this respec;:t. Several years ago, the Soviet side proposed to agree on the
reduction 'by 10 per cent of the mi-litary budgets of states- permanent· members
of the UN Security Council and the use .of a part of the funds thus saved
to provide assistance to developing countries. This proposal was approved
by the UN General Assembl)j but so far it has not been implemented due to
,.A-he opposition· by those states which have: been stubbornly pursuing the
policy of building up military expenditures.
The .Soviet Union is prepared to take a flexible position regarding the
specinc figure to start the reduction of military budgets. A figure greater
or smaller than 10 per cent could be agreed upon as a first step for 19 77.
V!hat is important, however, is that ~his question should be made as soon
as possible a subject of businesslike negotiations between the states
concerned. The current continuous growth of military expenditures of many
states can and must be replaced by the practice of their systematic reduction.
I
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9. Negotiations on questions of stopping the arms race and of
disarmament have been conducted in various forms: on a bilateral basis,
especially where this concerns states possessing the greatest military and
war indU:strial potential; within a parti~lar group of states directly concerned,
. including those on a regional level; within specialized bodies set up for
discussion of the disarmament problem as a whole or of its individual aspects
and made up of states'L representing major political groupings and geographical regions of the world today. Each year the questions of disarmament are
given a prominent place in the work of the UN General Assembly.
On the whole these forms of negotiations apd discussions have proved
their usefulness. They will undoubtedly be used in the future as well. At
the same time, the achievement of cardinal changes in the solution of the
disarmament problem, which affects the interests of all states without
exception, requires discussions in an international forum as broad and
authoritative as possible.
Such a forum should first of all be truly. global and should represent all
states; secondly, it must provide an opportunity for expert examination,
with due regard for all circumstances and in necessary detail, of the totality
of disarmament questions; thirdly 1 it must be given the power to -take Ma..Y'\.R.effective decisions.
.
These requirements would be met by the convocation of a World
Disarmament Conference 1 and the Soviet Union continues to believe that
it must be held.
A special session of the UN General Assembly could become an
appropriate forum for discussing disarmament questions in their full scope 1
for determining through joint effor1;Sthe ways and means of their solution and
for working out a long-term program~ of practical steps. To prevent a
situation where its results would be ~~uce d to decisions containing
provisions of c,vgeneral nature in favo;ti- of disarmament) which already abound
in the UN archives, such a special session of the 'General Assembly and ·
its organization must not be of~outine nature. This should be a particular
session. It must be prepared, organized and held in such a way as to ensure
a breakthrough in the solution of disarmament problems. Its entire work
should fully reflect the high responsibility of all states of the world and
especially of major powers possessing the most powerful armaments and
armed forces.
Naturally, the convoc(ltion of a special session of the UN General ·
Assembly should not eliminate the question of a World Disarmament
Conference.

- 14The Soviet Union considers the convocation of such a session to be
an interim stage) which should by its decisions prepare a broad and radical
review of the disarmament problem at t)}e world conference. Such a session
should not be restrained by strict timetlimits or the procedure normally
followed at the General Assembly sessions, including special sessions.

X

X
X

Such are the views which the Soviet Union believes necessary to bring
to the attention of all member. states of the United Nations a{ld all states
of the world. The Soviet Union expresses the hope that these views)
motivated by concern for peace and the security of nations, by the desire
to contribute to mankinct•s advance along the road of' stopping the arms race
and disarmamen!J will be carefully considered by all states and will
help achieve practical results in the solution. of this historic task
facing mankind.
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THE TWENTY-FIFTII CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION:
LEONID BREZHNEV ON RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES

Moscow. February 24, 1976. The turn for the better in our relations with the
United States of America, the largest power of the capitalist world, has of
course, been decisive in reducing the danger of another world war and in consolidating peace. This has, without question, contributed to the improvement
of the international climate in general, and that of Europe in particular.
Acting in complete accord with the Guidelines set by the Twenty-fourth Congress,
we have devoted very great attention to the objective of improving relations
with the United States.
As a result of the negotiations with u.s. President Nixon in Moscow
and Washington, and later, of the meetings with President Ford in Vladivostok
and Helsinki, an important and fundamental mutual understanding has been reached
between the leaders of the Soviet Union and the United States on the necessity
of developing peaceful equal relations between the two countries. This is
reflected in a whole system of Soviet-u.s. treaties, agreements and other documents. Cumulatively, they have laid a solid political and juridical foundation
for greater mutually beneficial cooperation between the USSR and USA in line
with the principles of peaceful coexistence. To a certain extent they have
lessened the danger of nuclear war. Precisely in this we see the main result
of the development of Soviet-u.s. relations in the past five years.
There are good prospects for our relations with the United States
in the future as well--to the extent that they will continue to develop on this
jointly created realistic basis when, given the obvious difference between the
class nature of the two states and between their ideology, there is the firm
intention to settle differences and disputes not by force, not by threats or
sabre-rattling, but by peaceful political means.
In recent years our relations with the United States have been developing in many areas. There is a lively exchange of delegations, including
parliamentary; and cultural exchanges have become more active. Many Soviet-u.s.
(more)
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agreements have been concluded envisaging expansion of mutually beneficial
cooperation in a variety of economic, scientific, technical and cultural areas.
Most of them have already come into force and are being put into practice with
obvious benefits for both sides, and, more important still, for the mutual
understanding of the Soviet and u.s. peoples.
The essentially positive development of Soviet-u.s. relations in
recent years is, however, complicated by a number of serious factors. Influential forces in the United States that have no stake either in improving
relations with the Soviet Union or in the relaxation of international tensions
as a whole are trying to impair it. They portray the policy of the Soviet
Union in a false light and refer to an imaginary "Soviet threat" to urge a new
intensification of the arms race in the USA and in NATO. We may recall that
there have also been attempts to interfere in our internal affairs in connection with the adoption by the u.s. of discriminatory measures in the field of
trade. Naturally, we could not, and will not, suffer that sort of action.
That is not the kind of language one can use with the Soviet Union. By now,
I think, this is clear to all.
It is no secret that some of the difficulties stem from those aspects
of Washington policy which jeopardize the freedom and independence of peoples
and constitute gross interference in their internal affairs on the side of the
forces of oppression and reaction. We have opposed 1 and will continue to
oppose, such actions. At the same time, I want to emphasize once more that
the Soviet Union is firmly determined to follow the line of further improving
Soviet-u.s. relations in strict accordance with the letter and spirit of the
agreements reached and commitments taken in the interests of both peoples and
peace on earth.
i
Let me refer specifically to the current Soviet-u.s. negotiations on
further strategic arms limitations. We are holding them in an effort to effectuate the 1974 Vladivostok understanding and to prevent the opening of a new
channel for the arms race, which would nullify everything achieved thus far.
An agreement on this issue would obviously be of very great benefit for the
further development of Soviet-U.S. relations, for greater mutual confidence,
and for the consolidation of world peace.

Since we attach the utmost importance to the whole of this problem,
we have persistently and repeatedly offered to the United States that we not
stop at just limiting the existing types of strategic weapons. We thought it
possible to go farther. Specifically, we suggested coming to terms on banning
the development of new~ still more destructive weapons systems, and in particular, the new Trident submarines carrying ballistic missiles and the new strategic B-1 bombers in the United States and similar systems in the USSR. Deplorably, these proposals were not accepted by the u.s. side.
But we have not withdrawn them; and need we say how beneficial their
implementation would be for mutual confidence. Furthermore, both sides would
be able to save considerable resources and use them for productive purposes
to improve the lives of the people.
(more)

- 3 Let me add one more thing. Of late 1 pronouncements have been proliferating in many countries against any of the powers setting up military bases
in the region of the Indian Ocean. We are in sympathy with these pronouncements. The Soviet Union has never ~ad 1 nor has now 1 any intention whatever of
building military bases in the Indian Ocean. And we call on the United States
to take the same stand.

###

Novosti Press Agency
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THE TWENTY-FIFTH CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION:
LEONID BREZHNEV ON EFFORTS TO PROMOTE DISARMAMENT
Moscow. February 24, 1976.
In the report to the Twenty-fifth Congress of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, Leonid Brezhnev emphasized that, "Efforts
to end the arms race and to promote disarmament are, and remain--as the Peace
Program requires--one of the main trends in the foreign political activity of
the Central Committee of the CPSU and the Soviet government."
Brezhnev said: "Today, this objective is more vital than ever.
Mankind is tired of sitting upon mountains of arms; yet, the arms race, spurred
on by aggressive imperialist groups, is becoming more intensive.
11

'Ihe main motive for the arms race given by its advocates is a socalled Soviet threat.
They invoke this motive when they want to drag through
a larger military budget by reducing allocations for social needs, and when new
types of deadly weapons are being developed, and also when they try to justify
NATO's military activity.
In fact, of course, there is no Soviet threat either
in the West or in the East.
It is all a monstrous lie from beginning to end.
The Soviet Union does not have the slightest intention of attacking anyone,
The
Soviet Union does not need war.
The Soviet Union does not increase its military
budget, and, far from reducing, is steadily augmenting allocations for improving
the people 1 s well-being.
Our country is consistently and staunchly fighting
for peace, and making one concrete proposal after another aimed at Arms reductions
and disarmament.
11

The Soviet Communists are proud of having undertaken the difficult but
noble mission of standing in the front ranks of the fighters striving to deliver
the peoples from the danger of the continuing arms race.
Our party calls on
all the peoples, all countries, to unite their efforts and end this perilous process.
General and complete disarmament was, and remains, our ultimate goal in
this field.
At the same time, the Soviet Union is doing all it can to achieve
progress along separate sections of the road leading to this goal.
(more)
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An international convention on banning and destroying bacteriological
weapons, based on a project submitted by the Soviet Union and other socialist
countries, was drawn up, signed and has entered into force.
In effect, it is
the first real disarmament measure in the history of international relations.
It envisages removal of a whole category of highly dangerous mass annihilation
weapons from the military arsenals of states.
11

'Ihe sphere of operation of the Treaty on the non-proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons has expanded.
Recently, additional large states, including the
Federal Republic of Germany and Italy, have become party to it.
Yet further
effective measures tg prevent the spread of nuclear weapons are still a most
important objective.
The USSR is prepared to cooperate with other states on this
score.
11

Let me refer, specifically, to the current Soviet-u.s. negotiations
on further strate~jc arms Jimjtation.
We are holding them in an effort to effectuate the 1974 Vladivostok understanding and to prevent the opening of a new
channel for the arms race, which would nullify everything achieved so far.
An
agreement on this issue would obviously be of very great benefit for the further
development of Soviet-u.s. relations, for greater mutual confidence, and for the
consolidation of world peace.
11

Since we attach the utmost importance to the whole of this problem, we
have persistently and repeatedly offered to the United States that we not stop
at just limiting the existing types of strategic weapons.
We thought it possible
to go farther.
Specifically, we suggested coming to terms on banning the development of new, still more destructive weapons systems, in particular, the new Trident
submarines carrying ballistic missiles and the new strategic B-1 bombers in the
United States and similar systems in the USSR.
Deplorably, these proposals were
not. accepted by the u.s. side.
11

But we have not withdrawn them i and need we say how beneficial their
implementation would be for mutual confidence.
Furthermore, both sides would
be able to save considerable resources and use them for productive purposes for
improving the people's lives.
11

Let me add one more thing.
Of late, pronouncements have been proliferating in many countries against any of the powers setting up military bases in
the region of the Indian Ocean.
We are in sympathy with these pronouncements.
The Soviet Union has never had, nor now has, any intentions whatever of building
military bases in the Indian Ocean.
And we call on the United States to take
the same stand •
11

Certainly, the time will come when the inevitable association of other
nuclear powers with the process of strategic arms limitation will arise on the
agenda.
And those which refuse would assume a grave responsibility before the
peoples.
11

0n our country's initiative, the U.N. General Assembly has, in recent
years, adopted a number of important resolutions on the questions of restraining
the arms race and banning the development and manufacture of new types of mass
(more)
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annihilation weapons and such weapons systems.
'Il:1e task is to have these resolutions implemented.
Frankly, this is
not easy to achieve, because a number of major states are still obviously reluctant
to end the arms ra.ce,
'Ihe opponents of the relaxation of international tensions
and disarmament still dispose of considerable resources.
'Il:1ey are highly active
in different forms and from different angles.
'Il:1ough imperialism's possibilities
for aggressive action are now considerably reduced, its nature has remained the
same.
This is why the peace-loving forces must be highly vigilant.
Energetic
action and unity of all the forces of peace and goodwill are essential.
11

'''Il:1erefore, special importance is attached to the proposal supported by
the vast majority of U.N. member-countries to convene a world disarmament conference.
11

Political relaxation of tensions needs to be backed up by military
relaxation.
'Il:1e Peace Program advanced a clear aim: to reduce armed forces and
armaments in Central Europe.
The Vienna negotiations on this score have already
been going on for more than two years.
However, there has been no visible progress, for only one reason:
'Il:1e NATO countries refuse to give up trying to use
the negotiations to secure unilateral military advantages.
For some reason, the
West wants--even demands--concessions prejudicial against the security of the
socialist countries.
Yet, we have not noticed any inclination on the part of the
NATO bloc to make similar concessions to the other side.
11

Recently, the socialist states submitted new proposals in Vienna in an
effort to get matters off the ground.
For a start, we are prepared to accept
a reduction of only Soviet and u.s. troops in the course of this year, while the
strength of the armed forces of the other participants in the negotiations remains
frozen and not subject to reduction until the second stage in 1977-1978.
We
have also made perfectly concrete proposals concerning reduction, by both sides,
of the number of tanks .• nuclear missile-carrying planes and missile launchers,
along with a definite quantity of nuclear warheads for them.
11

0ur proposals are based on the only realistic approach to preserving
the existing relations of strength in the center of Europe, in substance, one of
equal balance.
TI1eir implementation will not prejudice the security of either
side.
And it is to be hoped that all this will win the due response of the
Western countries and that it will at last be possible to go from discussion to
actual measures reducing armed forces and armaments.
11

'Ihe Twenty-fourth Congress set this objective: Renunciation of the
use and threat of force in settling questions in dispute must become the rule in
international relations.
Later, this principle was reflected in a number of
treaties concluded by the USSR with other countries.
It is contained in the
Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe.
To make the
danger of war recede still farther and to create favorable conditions for progress
towards disarmament, we now offer to conclude a world treaty on the non-use of
force in international relations.
Its participants, naturally including the
nuclear powers, would undertake to refrain from using all types of weapons, in·cluding nuclear, in settling disputes that may arise between them.
'Il:1e Soviet
Union is prepared to join other states in examining practical steps leading to
the implementation of this proposal."
TASS

SOVIET C0Ml'v1ENTAHY ON 'l;'HE PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN DEBATES
Soviet public commentary on the US election
has shifted from impartial condescension
to impartial exasperation. Moscow evidently felt
that the exchange on foreign affairs could not
pass without a firm rebuttal.
deb~tes

Why the Debates? The Soviet media have been
presenting the debates primarily as an effort by
both sides to combat voter apathy. According to
the commentators, half the electorate might well
stay away from the polls as a result of widespread
disillusionment with the US political and economic
system; of the remainder, one-third are undecided
between the candidates. Furthermore, President
Ford, trailing Governor Carter but narrowing the
sap, allegedly saw in the debates a chance to
prove his suitability for the presidency. Carter
for his part sought to use them to counter charges
of "haziness" and lack of experience.

\

.
Philadelphia, seetember 23. Most Soviet
pundits treated the f1rst debate with marked condescension and detached impartiality. Both
American parties, after all, represent the same
class--the bourgeoisie.
Thus, while President
Ford and Governor Carter might differ in campaign
tactics--Ford citing optimistic economic forecasts
and Carter repudiating them--neither could possibly
offer realistic answers to the nation's problems:
unemployment, inflation, taxes, housing, energy,
education, and medical services. Walter Cronkite's
quip that "There were no·new questions or new solutions" was cited to underscore this point, as were
some of the placards carried by demonstrators outside Philadelphia's Walnut Street Theater. The
debate was judged a draw, both candidates proving
adept at pointing out the other's shortcomings.

October 23, 1976

San Francisco, October 6. The second debate presented
Soviet commentators with more of a problem: how to square
Soviet insistence on the American public's endorsement of
detente with the increasingly anti-detente electioneering
rhetoric in the US. Moscow's explicit approval of both
candidates' commitment to detente and to arms limitation
talks was all but obviated by its accompanying· hand-wringing
over the "cold war" overtones of their "contradictory" and
"inconsistent" commitments to negotiate only from a "position
of strength."
Izvestiya observer Vikentiy Matveyev typically blamed
the US military-industrial complex for this turn of rhetoric.
Having lost its bipartisan investments in Reagan and Jackson
("extreme rightwing politicians, in the Republican and Demo-~
cratic parties"), it is now allegedly busy extracting
"from the candidates of the two leading parties of
the wealthy u.s. bourgeoisie, hard and fast pledges
concerning the appropriation of large new sums of
money for orders of new arms."· (Mos~ow International
Service, October 10, 1976.)
As yet, however, only a few Soviet commentators have
even implicitly questioned detente's public popularity.
s. Kondrashov recently noted that "Many observers agree that
a wave of chauvinism is sweeping across America once again"
(Izvestiya, Oc~ober 14, 1976). According to him, Carter's
ditching of his liberal reputation in foreign affairs and
his adoption of Reaganesque stances were testimony "to a
shift in the conservative direction in voters' sentiments"
(Izvestiy~i October 9, 1976).
Kondrashov laid the blame, of
course, at the feet of "the op~onents of the relaxation of
international tension":
"The chauvinist wave did not emerge spontaneously.
It
by the hig~ly intensive psychological manipulation to which the forces of the military-industrial
complex and other opponents of detente have subjected
Americans. Developing energetic~ ·activity, particularly
in the present election. year, they have again constructed
the gigantic scarecrow of a 'Soviet threat,' dressing it
in numerous outwardly convincing but essentially loaded
statistics about the United States 'lagging behind.'
These statistics have emerged one after another from
deep insid_e the Pentagon and the CIA in the last few
months."
{Izvestiya, October 14, 1976.)
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Besides castigating both candidates for their "ambiguous"
stands on detente, the Soviet media after the second debate
also took both to task for advocating increqsed armaments
for Isr~el' and for appealing "to a narrow but influential
category of American voters--the Zionists'! (Izvestiy_c:,
October 9, 1976). Ho~ever, President Ford's defense· of the
Helsinki agreement an~ US-Soviet trade w~s rioted approvingly,
as was Governor Carte:r:: 1 s 'att.ack on US policy in Vietnam,
Cambodia, Chile, Pakistan, and Angola and his condemnation of
the Watergate affair and unlawful CIA activities.
On the other hand, it ~as more than a week before Moscow
reacted'publicly to President Ford's and Governor Carter's.
exchanges on the nature of the Soviet Union's relations with
East'Eu~opean countri~s.
Ptavda on October'lS firially warned~
both candidates sharply "n~t to overstep ·the bounds of the
permissible." The unsigned:article asserted that in'fo~eign
affairs' even US candidates cannot simply "~ay and_ do· an~
thing that comes into 1their'heads." It branded a White House
gatheri~g of "emigre rabble" as an "extreme~y unfrie~dly"
gesture and charged bdthiFord and Carter ~ith making statements t~1at have "nothing in common with a serious, stately
approach to international affairs."

'

'The overall Sovi~t media verdict on the second debate
rated the Pentagon as the real winner ~ stressed the lack
of real voter enthusiasm. Veteran pun~ Valentin Zorin
speculated that,the reason Carter's lead in the polls had ~· ~
eroded was that voters had: ceased to see_ any great differe:0c . .
· 1
between him and Ford. (Moscow Domestic Service, October 8, tJ. ~- ·
,
1976).
.
. .
.
. .
~~{ .

t

Private Comments. The same Zorin commented privatel
~~;~13A]~~·
to US oflicials thatFord's experience and familiarity to
the voters will in the end enable him to edge out Carter.
But while the Soviets themselves lean toward Ford for the
same reasons, according to Zorin, the official line remains ~-,
one of sot~rict neutrali~y. and r~adiness ~o work with either
. f
~....vf"\.,
a Ford or a Carter adml.nJ.stratJ.on. As J.f to document the
{'\' .. A.~.. . .
point, Pravda recently told its reade~~ that e~en Carter
~·t
·
adviserZbJ.gniew Brzezinski--"well known for his anti( \\.£
"''
Sovietism"--endorses a .continuation of detente (Pravda,
"1. .. , .· ,.,;,..... ,,., 1
October 17, 1976) •
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1n transportation matters and gets along well with Brock Adams, ~.
the nominee for Secretary of Transportation and the man who will
have many dealings with Long's Subcommittee.
Generally, Long's interests lie in the subjects over which
he has control, namely those within the jurisdiction of the Finance
Committee.
TAX POLI~Y:
Long feels that the tax law is not simply a device
for raising revenue but, more importantly, a tool to be used to deal
with both economic and social problems (for example, tax incentives
for businesses which hire welfare recipients; incentives aimed at
directing illvestment into troubled industries or underdeveloped
geographical areas; incentives to businesses to spread stock among
their employees.)
Probably for this reason, Long has been a prime
target of those so-called tax reformers who view most deductiolls,
credits, and exclusions for both businesses and individuals as
loopholes.
In recent years, Long has been directly responsible
for ending many tax abuses, but he feels that deductions alld credits
which serve leljit imate social and economic purposes slloulo not
be scuttled unthinkingly.
Long has a history of supporting tax
simplification and has introduced his own legislation for this
purpose.
However, he found that the complexi ty of the Code r(~sults
mainly from the provisions put in to attain social and economic
goals.
The Chairman also has his own approach for dealing with the
troublesome problem of tax shelters for the wealthy.
lIe believes
that sucll shelters are devised because of the current confiscatory
maximum 70% tax rate on unearned or passive income (rents, royalties,
dividends, etc.) and that if the maximum rate were lowered to 50%,
much of the incentive for weal thy individuals to resol't to "tax
loss" endcuvors and other shams would be l'emoved. His proposal
for this purposc was approved by the Finance COTIUni
ttee as an
amendmellt to the Tax Reform Act of 1976 but was defeated on the
Senate floor.
Additionally, Long is troubled by the impact which current
capital gains tax provisions have on long-term investors, especially
retirees.
Whether one holds an asset for one year or fifty, the
tax rate is the same under existing law. His answer is a sliding
scale tax rate based on the number of years which the asset is
held; the longer aIle has held an asset, the lower the tax rate.
That proposal \olaSalso accepted by the Finance Committee but
rejected by the Senate.
Finally, Long is convinced that for the purposes of economic
stimulation and job creation, tax reductions should be directed
primarily at the business community.
Tax cuts for individuals
are perhaps necessary politically, but on a dollar--for-dol1ar
basis, business tax reductions accompl ish much more anp ~shf?}.tJd
be
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- 4 EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP PLANS (ESOPs):
Devised by Louis Kelso several years ago, the ESOP concept
has found a zealous disciple in Russell Long. The Chairman
says that the problem with American capitalism is that there
are not enough capitalists (85\ of the nation's wealth is owned
by 15% of the people); if a person does not have a stake in an
economic system, he will be prone to support or be indifferent to
a change in the system.
Long sees ESOP as not only the salvation
of capitalism but also the primary means of financing future
business expansion and increasing worker output.
Companies now must rely on profits or bank loans to finance
expansion.
Long is pushing legislation encouraging a company to
issue new stock that would be given to an employees' stock ownership
trust which, in turn, would borrow the expansion money.
When the
loan is paid off, the stock remains with the employees.
A worker's
share would be based on his income and his shares, of course,
would earn dividends for the worker in addition to his company pay.
On retirement, the value of the shares would add to his retirement
income.
The concept of expanded stock ownership is catching on.
Business leaders are seriously exploring employee stock ownership
as a way of generating fresh ~apital and increasing worker productivity.
}1any businesses have already established ESOPs.
The Joint Economic Committee has endorsed broadened stock
ownership and political figures of all persuasions (from Hubert
Humphrey and Jacob Javits) are drafting ESOP-type legislation.
Even Ronald Reagan has talked of the merits of this approach.
Long has already succeeded in getting tax incentives for
ESOPs written into the Code and will certainly continue his push
for legislation to increase those incentives.
HEALTH:
Senator Long was Chairman of the Finance Committee when
the Medicare and Medicaid were enacted and has been distressed
witll the waste, inefficiency, abuse, and fraud which exist in these
programs.
He supports the so-called Talmadge bill Hhose purpose
is to reform administrative and reimbursement procedures, consolidat~
the bureaucracy, and increase penalties for fraud and abuse under
Medicare and Medicaid.
These programs, in Long's view, will provide
the basis for future expansion of the federal government's role
in health care; they will be built upon, not dismantled.
Thus,
he favors all incremental approach to national health insurance.
His first step would be enactment of his legislation to federalize
Medicaid, require private heaJth insurance policies to meet strict
federal standards in terms of covered services, and establisll a
catastrophic health insurance program for all Americans.
He
opposes the Kennedy Health Security Act as too revolutionary and
too expensive.
He feels that his plan will accomplish much the
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same results in time; expanded coverage could be phased in through
reductions in the threshold amounts which determine when one
qualifies for federal protection.
SOCIAL SECURITY:
Senator Long will probably want to address the
rather serious Social Security financing problem which gets
worse each month.
Action to increase funding ought to be taken
before the next automatic benefits increase (scheduled for June)
occurs and exacerbates the problem.
This financing deficit is a
source of considerable anxiety for the elderly who depend on their
monthly checks.
The question is, of course, how the actuarial deficit is to
be overcome.
Long will probably not want to increase Social Security
taxes because it would be counterproductive,
offsetting any
economic benefits of the federal income tax cut which has been
proposed.
lIewill probably not want to tap general Treasury
revenues even temporarily because once that precedent is established,
it is hard to resist future uses of general revenues to finance
Social Security.
(This would be a substantial departure from the
pay-as-you-go basis of the program.)
Long may suegest an approach
which includes the best of both worlds:
Increase Social Security
taxes permanently by one-half of one percent but provide for a
temporary federal income tax credit for that fICA increase; when
the temporary income tax credit expires, the permanent Social
Security tax increase remains.
WELFAHE:
Long is genuinely concerned with the poverty-stricken
and the working poor. Yet his disgust with welfare clliselers,
fathers who will not support their children, and other stereotypical
abusers of the system coupled with his devotion to the work ethic
probably makes his support of a guaranteed minimum income plan
impossible at least at this time.
Substantial progress toward
bringing him around to support a comprehensive reform of welfare
could be made if the Administration would accept a statutory
diffel'cntitltion between the truly unemployable and others who
arc able but choose not to work.
That is a possible starting
point for discussions.
The States have recently urged that the federal government's
matchine share of welfare costs be increased to relieve some of
their fiscal problems.
Long probably would not go along because,
in his view, this would lessen their incentive for tight auministration of the program (if the state's share is only 25% as
opposed to 50\, then for every dollar wasted, the state is out
only 25 cents instead of 50 cents.)
To provide fiscal relief,
Long would probably favor more federal social services money
which he views as a type of revenue sharing.
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PAROCHIAL ISSUES:
In every first conversation with every President
he has served with, Senator Long has succeeded in extracting a promise
that Fort Polk, an Army installation near the Texas border, will·
not be closed.
In recent years, that fa~ility has had its status
elevated from a camp to a fort and the Army now has quite an
investment there.
In September, Scnators Long, Johnston, and Inouye wrote
Governor Carter asking that he look into .the plight of the
sugar producers!
Production costs of sugar cane now run about
l4¢ a pOUJld and sugar currently brings only about ll¢ a pound on
the market.
Long may now ask for relief in the form of eitller
increased tariffs all imported sugar, quotas on imported sugar,
or increased pI'ice supports for domestic sugar production.
Long recently wrote a lettcr cosigned by Senator Talmadge
urging that Will E. Leonard (formerly Long's legislutive assistant
and now Chairman of the United States International Trade Commission)
be appointed the President's Special Representative for Trade
Negotiations.

Jimmy Carter
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As 1 "tate4

e;t the outset.
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ot this Chapter, what

states relat10na with
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relations

Se~tor. Mansfield ...••M:l.da.meVice fUniater,
11m! do ;>'Ou think till
between ow.' 'two cotultries sha.pe up a.t the prenent timet
vimrs

Senator ManBf~ld -- tUne
Vice M1niater
••••y.
.,

Senator l-Iansfield ..•..I believe that they arc progressing, perl.lS.Ps
not as :ra.s't"iS the People lS Republic of China. llould desire nor as ;['sst
.10 would desire.
The Shangha.i Camnunique states unequ;i.vocab1y that tb
not t-woChinas" but one Chir'.A. The :t.mPlenenta.tion

of the

Canmu.'l1que

has not

en a.a fast aeSOCle of us would like but progress has beet). made and proe;re,
will

be made••••not at the moment because we

OOi\re

an election

to decide •.-but"

hopefully, after that decision ha.o been made" either President Ford, i1' h·
is elected" or Governor Carter, if he is elected, w:l1l be able, on the basis
of: a four-year term to give the kind of attention e...1.dconsideration to Chine.•.
u. S. rela;tiOl:'lS which has not been poss ible because of f'actors which you all
del"stand: the shortness of' the term of Preoideut Ford wen he succeeded
'fallner

President Nixon after his resieg:lt\tion; a. politico.l ca.mpa.ignwhich be~
year ago; and. e. decision to be made less than a x::onth fran now on

:~ovembcr2 as to who will be inaugura.ted

as President on Janu.a:ry 20, 1977.

Vice Uinister •.•••On the question of normalizatiou, I would like to
exprese my vieW a.lso •. In his report to the goverOl':1Ui1~~at the Fourth Ifatlona.l
Peoples Congress, Chou En••1Ai pointed out in toot report tha.t, provided both
iee o.bide by the principles of the Shanghai Com:rmmiquc, Sino.•America.n re .•.
lations ca."!be improved and t.hie point was a.lsomentioncl "'>y Senator Mansfield
fCtv minutes ego.
On the question of nOrz::Jalization, I wou.J.a. assume that
enator Mansfield
other American friend.s sitting here this afternoon are
very clear on what our stand is: that is the ..Ja.:pa.OOsc FormulAand also tne
t.hree principles, na.llcly: the a.'bro~tion of the treaty; the withdI'e.wal 0.
E.\.."1d

.cr1can tro()ps; and the severance of diplomatic rela.tions.

Anyone principle

missing will not do. It a.lso "\vill not do to undertake enydiaguised formula.
There :l.a no other a.lternative.
We do not 'believe in eo-ceJ.led peaceful transi ••
tion.

As Cha:i.r.nO.n ·MaoTse..•tune

teaches

us, 11" you. do not use

the dust, the dust will not l'Un away by itself.

a.

broom. to

&'Weep

The butchers on Taiwan will not 'lay down their kn1ves of their own
.ccord. Therefore, we do not believe in a peaceful transition and "Te 'base
ourselves ona foot1ng to tight. AD to whenwe shall liberate Taiwan, that
.s purely our internal affair and no other country bas the right to interfere.

This stand. Of oUrs has been made clear

to man.v of our American friends.

'.I.'

.• 5- -

this issue

i

not on the sil

lv.

Unit

lot

0:

knots to

untie,

t
•

-

Uni~"Cl

1C •

S

••.- we .ll&ve a say:l.ng in China. that it is for the doers
Wedo not owe the Unit.ed Ste.tcs anythin8.
up to

the United States

-.

Senator Mansfield

Aet'iti, all I can counsel

is

difficu.lt yeax for us fJ.f;j" it was for you. I think th.e Shanghai CC&ml1UO.iq..:le
was signed in good fa.ith and with good intent on both sides, and I believe

what former Presid.ent Nixon sa.id and what President Ford na1d within the past
year about his intentions.
It is, of course, the only stumbling block between
our two cOUlltries on the road to full normalization of relations.
But you
mentioned the Ja.panese formula., M'A.dame
Vice Minister, and under that fOI'1'm1lA

the Japanese

withd:rew

reco~it1on

±'ran

Taipei

and

established relations. with

Peking. Under tho.t formula, the Japanese continue to traAe with Taiwan an.d
their trade is JArger anQ.more profitable than ever. Under that formula,
you do ha.ve an alternative or a SUbterfuge bece.usethe situation on Ta:b;
s not changed as far as Ja}?ttu is concerned but Ja.pup. has benefitted tremendously, perhaps 'not by the i'ormule. itself but by circu-'1l£tan.ces connected with

the t~~a.nsforrnation.They do hAvetrade orsanizations established in both
Tokyoand Taipei and j.t is a subtierfucre and.the one in Taipei, I believej

is

cooed 'by a former J~:pa.nese Ambassador. I think there are former f'oreiga
serV'ic~ people in the Taiwan organization in 'lIOkyo w..d even the Ja.panese
formula bas its nuances and one has to underst.and. th.a.t it has not cut the
Gordian knot completely and there are knots to he untied before that f'ormuJ.a.

'W'oLlld
ree.ch the position lmich the Chinese want, a clear-cut severance of all
relations

be'tween the United. Sto.tes

atl.d.

Taiwan.

Vice
_ •••.•••.MinistOl'
,'I r_ .... ••••That is the big question.
...•.'rl.:la.tis the big obstacle 'Which confronto

nsfield

both of

us before full norms.irzation can be achieved. Yourposition bas been clear-cut-·
nothing messy about it all the Viay through. I amsure you recognize the difficulties which I hAvebeen trying to outline in brief which confronts us. Are
there ~.nyother areas in which the:rc ere diti'erenccs bet'treen our two countries
which you think are of simifica..'1cet
Vice. Minister -- As to our principlest-and, we have said it time
nd a~in 8:o.d it, is c'lear to all. There is no other o.1terna:tive. As to
other difficulties, I would aSSlime tha.t you have -to ask PJ.1esidentFord or
Secretary

Kissingo..r.

it is clear to all.

As. to our stand on the question of 'ra,iwa.n, I thin!..:

Senator Mansfi.eld •.•• It 18 cleG.1" to a..1l but ,,,hat I ra.:tse is what e.r
the other differences.
I rea.lize that Tai'Wl\n :ts the big one hut what are

t

other differences?

Vice Mlnistt

,y

Seno.tor Mansfield

••••••••••

V:1ee Minister

~T

! know what

is your view and

-- About the dit'f'e1"cacea1

•• Yea.

,t do you thj.nk1

,

d

layers, passing

k
throws

Vice
....

-•.In ot

y

Tail1Wl,

are

-

Vic

your

-- In

cCT.I,Pa.I'ison

to wor

irst, may ! say
h.i'n ••••

obs

11

you.

k leader ••

"""4~ •••

·IfdJ--

- 9As far as

Ja.pan

is concerned, on the one hand is the fishing rights

on the open seas an.d Jon the other hand it is .con.cerned about Soviet nava.strength off the western coast of Ja.pan a.ndoff Okinawa.. Its strength lies
in its economy.
rap_~ tM.rd among the nations of the world. beca.use of it.'}

!t

!t

output.
is undergoing a period of gra.ve inflation and prices ore sky high
.d there is no control like here, where you nave no depression, inflation,
unenplo~1lllent or recession.
Japa!l is competitive in a. ca.pita.llstic
market,
Ithou.gb. I believe she does carry: on a sizeable trade with .the PRC.
Senator Glenn could. ask e. question

Perl"..a.ps

Senator Glenn -- Thank you.

npIlrecio.ti-::''l a'iso for'

cll

or

tvo.

I would like to express my persOl:lal

the hospitality extended 'to us during our visit

in Chir.a. We have traveled trO!rl east to west, north to ~,.ast, north to
ao.d.I think our two countries
south e.1.d south to north so far on ourtri!?1
are '1ery similar in th.at we have l8rge varia.:tions in cl:!.ma.te, deserts and

very fertile arens. Weht.t.Ve seen first hand the Chinese taking a very
practica.l approach to someof their problema, particularly in agricult,ure.
The Chinese have a repUtation arouodthe vorld oi' being very pra.ctical people.
Chairman Mao '\iaS a very practical man. In someof his teachings, he taug.t.:lt
that

time.

major prOblema shO'llld be faced at one time
To return

tor just

B.

8.r.ld

minor problems at another

it

moment to Taiwan,
vould ap~
'to
ste.ndpoillt of oajor probll
the peqple and land ma.ke' this
is eo preblan that must be resolved

the way to look a.t that is trom a
I:1inP1"problems. I understand the ties of
very aggravating lJroblemfor the PRC. It
but it is not a threat to mainland China.
which.must be resolved at sane ·time.

It ·is more &. thorn in the s:1de

~he t'ea.son that I term

it more

41

t::;'orn

in the side is beca.use it vould ceem that ve al1l\ost have a. gun at China'8
head with a millipn Russian troops on China's bOl'ders, In this dealing wit
the Russi~
uniting

, it seems to me we have, a

our coun

tries.

I Ilgt"ee completely

future of the

it

Ta1't.raD

JCt'eat conmon

concern which should be

tha.t there must be a resolution

sometime in the

problem.. But in taking care of the major problem'first,

seems to me tlul.tRussie.
is a lnBJ01' thre$t ~o the life of Chinn. whereas
Ta.iwan is not.
Would !4adameVice MiniSter care to comment on t~t beyond wat
alreedy been said before?

yice Minist~ -- It

C<:I1CU!liqu.ethat Ta'i'wan is

Chine.. As to when shall
that h. our awn interna.l

eo
'We

has been sta.ted very explicitly in the Shanghai
»rovince ot China and is an inalienable
part of

Taiwanand how we sM.ll libemte it,
Since
is our int<:>..rnalaffair,
no other
To answer your question of threat 'by the

lil,erate

affai't'.

it

country has a right to interfere.
Soviet Union, "his is 6 major threat o.gainstChina. It is true that the Soviet
Union is 8 threat to Ob.inQ.bu.t its threcs.t is mainly directed e.~1nst the Unit

a

1d --

You

dctente'l

-.•Yes •

......e U

,

Vie
to OlTer.

his is

I will

y,

,not p'ursue

t

0.•
h<

·,deour

Vice

-

Set:14'tor

ield - .•.On 1;

contrary.

of opiniono.

,
id.

in

ican and Oceanian

n

RelG.t10ns Canmitte
f'ield

y of' Stat

Vic

-- Welc

to you

to

,ch. You are an old
•

times since Liberation.

s alSO.
oJ.<lfriendl

indeed.

Which p

Senator Mansfield ••.•Wehave been very fortunate 'to spend a week in
p--

Sinkiang

1

and we spent e. nUlllber of days down in Kwangtung.

We bave cane to

Peking three times on this journey. Wealso want to Na.nkingand She.ngh8.i1plus
the Great Wall and. we will leave frail Shanghai.
Vic!! Premier .•- So you only Mve T~bet

lett

to see.

Sena.tor

Vice Premier
••..•It is
I
vent to Tibet and &lao to Sink

Y to reach there.

•

You friend, Dr. Schlesinger

Sena.tor Ma.nsfield - •. He alao went to Kweilin and one
to make it to Kw'eichow. Frank Valeo served in Kweichw during
American War•. He was a sergeant then .•
Vice Premier .•..•What year was that'l
Mr. Vs.le,o-- In 19!t4..Jt.5, towarda the close

ot the Japanese

war.

Vice PreuU.er ....•.We were fighting at that time. Personally I I ceased
fighting after l§l1.9•. I did not fight in the Korean War against U. B. ~rialis~.
Sena.tor

aft he'-

er was on the Long

81'1e.14 •••• lfhe Vice

ch too,

Vice Premier .••. Yes. Yes, I fought tran 1930 to 1949. That
long tJ.me or, ra.ther, you might say beginning in 1927.
Senator Mansfield ..•••We were very much uwressed Vith the tremendous
prosress in China since our first visit.
Wehave noticed muchmechanization
on the fe.rms, an increase in the nu:a:iberof trQ,Ctors being used, and manymore
trucks. And it seems to me, vith the tremendous number of bicycles and the

increase in the
in Peking.

u'UlXloor

of trucks, that

you

are even approaching a traffic pro-

blem

e sane progress

and

we

socialist developing

You

Senator l#..a.nsfield ••• But that is not a proper standard of c~i$on.
have to compa.re with the situation before 1949 to understand what has haPPened

to this nation.

·0 yoU

stion.

est·

Howbig

Vice Premier .•...It ia impossible to say.

I
ler:>artment

Vice Prem.1C4'.•.••Weeny that we hav~ 800,000,000 people but our
1nistry of Ccmn.arce says ve have 900,000,000 because they o.lvays b6ve to
supply goods for the ma;r~ts and food for the people and they always exa.ggere.te.
Weare trying to control the growth of our popuJAtion.
field •••.E~ept amongthe minor:Lties.
Vice Premier •....Yes, th8:t is right.

don't listen, eSpeCially in the ~

areas.

It is not easy.

Somepeople

In the cities the people he

more to our words like, for l..'1stnnce, those seated here heed mere to those
words. It is e. veJ;y troublesane issue and takes e. lot 01' work. It. is a
troublesQl1e

issue--e.

prOblem.

,ve a lot of

which 18 needed to produc

Vice Premier - •. In China you know the influence ot Confucius on the
ople's thinking is still very great. 'Far instance, be had a conc·ept that it
good for the people to ru,.ve manychildren and grandchildren. This is
concept that muatbe criticized. But in recent ycars, the population wOW'th
been slowing down.
noted for his econanic
new five .•.year plan has been
if my 1n1'ormation is correct,

.

Vice PremieJ:
•.- tou at'e lauding
.
Senator

too highly •

"_sfield •.••I donIt think eo.

.• '

general. id,
ion,
W

tully rely

1d -- Yes" but they
in

in style just

we ar

p_~_n~~~~

__

,tor

~u_

--

ld --

Yes,

it

wnat about
ShQngh.ai

Camnmiqu

is your busin

,~ can discuss 10.

States!

1

tb
!pUblic

for tb
end to

t

...

patient.

to

tll

realm or at·a.te
ov

border

issues for almost

bone of contention •

---- -.
..•.•

.••••Of' course.

It

Y.ice Premier ....•What. use is there

in \Torr'fing day in and day out

whether it is going to rain and if one fa mother wants to rrm:ry someone else?
.t can you, do a.bout itZ You just have to ha.rden yo-ur hearts. That is an
old Chinese sa.ying
0

Senator Mansfield.
!d
..
~ •...•Wewere just

giving our impre$s1on on the part

of the people in that httge area and with such a long border with outside power•.•
o.

We

'Want to give you M outsider ta viewpoint.

ttar,:k

Vj.ce Prew-ier h According to the Cbn.irInanfa teaching,
not attacl;;ed, but if we are a.ttacked1 lfe will

if weare

'{Te

will not

certainly

counu..ro.ttack. Fight1ng 1$ just such a thing. You have to fight whether
you're afraid or not. In comparison it is best to get some good Sleep and

when you are rected, you will fight better when you have more energy. We have
had tha.t experience during the long years of war. At the utmost, ;)rouwill only
J.ose a. few more people.
'You proba.bly don tt agree on that because you seem to
abhor

the notion

of seeing people

die.

Vice Premier .•- But if people are going to bully you,. invade your
country and turn you into slaves, it is better to die than to live like that.
Senator Mansfield - •. I ·wO}lld not disagree

on people &s part of' a whole.

Of.

011

that basis but ]: look

course, whenpeople get out of line, you have

to react.

Vice Premj.er ...•.As I see

il110n trOQii'S in' our-area.

b'<.lt

it,

same

:people say

the

Soviets

have

one

it is not only in the area close to our country,

it is along the whole line, the Sino Soviet border, Afghanistan and ~key a.s
yell. It is a very long line and for them to put troops on such a line and
try to fight such p1.myforces

is not

a.

good idea.

The Soviets are out after

three targete in the ee.st~ J\g '\ole see it, youare their first target; the
second is Japa.'l; and the third is China. But their stress is still in Europe.

You tay not ag;ree, but I feel that the stress,
perialism

:i.8

the main thrust of' Soviet im...

in, Europe and the Middle East.

Senator Mansfield ...••Would you say that the United States was wise
~;),vtN'mn:rt&ry personnel in Western Europe and ethel- foreign

iu·ma.intaiu:lhg
countriesf

,t is your business. It seems that we have
question here. Europe, yle believe, should become stronger. Ways should be
found so that Eurol)ecan becane stronger. At the present t:lm.o, they are too
soft and too dispersed.
It seems to us tllat tIle present state of &f'ta.1rs is
that in which Europe cannot lea.ve the United States nor the United Ste.tes lea.ve
Europe. That se~ to be the present state.

__

'1:;1

to too
should

s

.t.

Vi~

to have a. doctri •.\.:.

-- lIe B

toG

out Mr. Kissinger?

Vice
.. Premier

ice

.0

has

n crit:tc1z

-.•Yes, a bit.

i

t policy--

1ch line of thi

g.

.V

h.

Senator K.'\nsfield. •.••We like

Vice. Premier ...•.E;.,.'Wrnallyit places itEelf in the position of an
enemy of the people of the world. Within ita country, we see that, of course,
1m are not so familiarW'ith the concrete econanic situation in I the Soviet
Union, but since it is a country in which capitalism. 1l8.S been restored, ve

see the relationship betveen the government. and the people of the Soviet Union
been very tense, especially between the ve:rious nationalities. As tor its
econcmy,the striking fact is that they don't seemto have enoughto eat. Sane ••

one has said that they sow grain in the Soviet Union and ree,p it in the United

States

a.nd Canada.

Senator Mansfield -- 'rhey did. They got the best of' us. They even
old us aomeof the graTiiWe sold them back to us and at higher prices. That

capitalist

was so.

Pl1blication the Wall Btreet Journal he.dan article
______

.

I.

sayip...g

that this

Vice Premier -- Yes, I heard about that. They have wild ambitions
vithout the strengthtO meet these ombit1ons. They are paver tigers.
They
are bullies who are weak a.nd fear strength. I have met a number ot Japanea
friends o.nd my advice to them is to toughen up t.. bit. They had 8. Foreign
in1s'ter,

Mr. MiYQze."ila.~ Wa.s he the man who te.Jkec. wi't;h you?

y'!ce 1?rerni~ •.•. That was not a go
It was his speech,

not mine.

Vice Pre::nier -- YeG, I l;.now, but I think thG United St.,ates should
have ~\:ICd relations wi"th. J

-

Senator
,

Vice Premier

-

sfield.
...,.,..-

..•.....

••- "Ie do.

-- We have sa.id many t1mes tha.t in regard

foreign re1.a.tions, we believe th.e United States should
second. 'J:hat is another point we have in common.
Senator Mansfield

-- Yes,

it

cane

first

is an eA"'Cellent observation

to Japanese

and Chi
beca.uso we

are t1ed to Japan through a mutual security tre-.o.ty. In 'tiying ourselves to

Japan it means their armed forces will not increase and if they do not increa.se,
they do not create a threat to Asia as Japan did. in bygone days, which China
re:ns::ibeI'$

all

ta> vtvidly

.

but circ
Senator
Mansfield
•

••••I,bc:h•
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,t but

it

intention.
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.ve to wait aDd

tor the future, v'
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tryin
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course,

true.
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theyar
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vill

one thinS in.
nd. And you
conflict.

field-
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.eld ••• Thank you.

s
V1C

.• We will s

agree.

r --

to

wi

you

1
ion between

•

Whet

cony

,tion between old

Senator ,Mansfield-.• That's
in confidence.
--

but

true,

'W'b.en

I pass it on, I'll

do

it

Vice Premier ••• I think that our relationS should become friendlier
tap by step, butsOlOOtimes in our lle"JSpapers and at the U. N. ve tire a. tev
cannons.

t

"

•.•• But tnen
cch

I

--

1eM •... I

Senator

got a copy' of

it.

h6Ye"

with interest •

message
C

e Gure that

• Fan

01'

t1ona.l.

the Central
People's

copya.e

V
ice
!If"

hemier - •••••.••

-.rhat

can

it

be done.

Senator Mansfield ..•• It I =y" 1 vould be most happy to send the
Vice Premier' copies' or the 'reports on Japan made in July and Southeast Asia
,6

in August. I think we have somewith us.
you.

It we ore

to corry on the grea.t cause

.s -tbat our internal and foreign policies will not

c

:ve Deen great losses. They vere all old
been ill tor sane time. 'fhat Wt\6 a natural
unable to stop it. Underthe leadership of the Centr
, we are determined to move torwa.:rdo,

to see it

to

present

not
ow w

o

t.
little.

1tt

'ry

t

Vie
b"ie.

" that

'or

Indeed •

....It 1

Vi,

bal&nced.

policy to

Vic

lize outflOW' wit

.•.
- Yes.
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YOU
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,tor
Vie
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••• Of caUl'
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--....-...--

Senator

l,{a.nl?pield

Vice1?ranier

- .•.

I thought that vas aid.
1d

•... They

it was

selfless.

They forced down

raised. the p:rice of their exports to us

the price of our exports to them
d termed that selfless.

Vice Premier - ... They ore in debt to us now.
field

- •. Have they ;paid you'l

it

Vice P1~em.ier -- According to reason
seems they should. Of course,
'rhe debt we incurred to the Soviet Unionwas
incurred during the wa.r of Korea. against U. S. age;rcssion. When we taught you"
ve bought sane WInllnition frail them. On the eeonanic front, va a.lso borrO\fed..

it is not so' very'large a. debt.

Union.

Vice Premier ...'" I 'think 80 to

9J

percent

at'

our trade goes to second

nd third world countries plus you. The Soviet Union is not very

that.

Senator
~~

happy

about

11ansfield
~--- ... We arc..

Vice Premier •••.When nre you lco.v1ngY
Senator Mansfield

:1.and then on

•.•. ~omorrow morn1ng for S

Tuesday morning for aong KOng and the Philippines.

yice Premier .•....You are
____

"_n_s_f_i_~_M__

••.•.

going to the Philippines'l

Yes.

Vice Premier - •..We are on

triendly

relations

ilippines.

'\nth the

,e .le.S~ -vlQe ve sa.w the Marcoses,

I believe, they

showed

a year ago

us a film of Mrs. liarcos' visit with the late Chairman

o Tse-tung ...•.a.u e;;(Ccl:lent film in color and we

\Tere

quite

1n1'Pressed.

From there we will go to In.donesia and from Indonesia. to b
Vice Premiel' •.- So, shall we conclude our discussion

here?

with

it.

Senator }'1ansfield •....Weare very €.1:'ateful to the Vice Premier for
receiving uS-ana-grving ua -the benefit of his candid viewo e.nd Ql.lSWering our
many

questions.

Vice Premier -- But

x'eport to
ittee.

it is not

for publication

,euspaa?er men •. :But \ffl will

th

te Foreign Relations

Vice Premier ••••Because ve have spoken

••••

~

to the newspe.per.

'q

.•••

t

idly •

indeed.

..

'•.••Devious talk so devioJ,S tb3t others do not understand

.•...
I

ee and ve ere aoe nm.ongthose you ha:vc in

mind.

Yice Premier .•.- I

not

fA.

d:i.plomat.

.deme Vice Minister, we a.:t"e in
excellent hands with'MadameKang and her associates looking aftex' us t.h8.t
we feel indebted to them end. to tho Chinese goyermnent. They are good
hepherds.

Vice Premier

You are a 1'l"iend and when a friend comes,

only correct that "re-trJ to be of help.

it

is

otes of a Pre-dinner Disc\lss1on',Betw'eeii ~SenatOrMansfield end Feng Kuo-chu,
Vice Chairmanof the sha!igbai Municipal Revolutionary Canmittee
Shangh.a.i,People's Republic ot China, October 10, 1976
(The entire Americangroup was present at the discussion. along with a number
of local Chinese officials and the acCOllij}S.nying
staff of the People's Institute
of Foreign Affairs. )
The discussion be

of p1ea.eantries and. Feng'

with

introduction of the loCal Chinese otfic1ala whowere present.
Feng then related that the Party Central C
s'tablish a

11 for

, to collect and publish the full works of

Cb.a.1.1"men
Mac-.•and, finally, heldselected
Central CCllI11i't of the Chinese C
sion.

to

Tee-tung, to speed up the publication of

the selected works of Chai:

Military C

ttee had agr

Kuo-feng

ist

01' the

ty

vent on to say that

t,h,
ty'8

determined to rally and

ttee."

upport the decision of the Central C

of

C

He then £laid

foreign affairs are concerned, China will continue to ilnplementthe revolutionary
n

foreign policy as formulated by C
''.Fengsaid that Senator

field wouldprobably see posters as b
ones proclaiming the

goes along, sane paying tribute to Cha
Cccnmittee'sdecision about the J:lemor1&l

, the publlco.tion of Maof s works

and the decision concerning Hull. Kuo-teng. He then expressed his belief in th
ing "the Chinese people will always renain

strength of the Chinese people,

t."

strong; they can withstand any
Shanf!jlai have a alo

Youare, b

'Even

it

He said

t the

the sky falls down

workingclass in

will shoulder it."

id, "an old :f'riend; I do hope you believe us. It
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Honorable Jimmy
Pres ident -Elect
Plains,
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20510

4, 1976

Carter

Georgia

Dear Governor:
It would seem to me that one of the major problems of foreign
policy which will press in on the new Administration
is our approach to
relations with China.
We may well be required by events in China and
elsewhere in Asia to confront the fact of indecision in these relations
ever since Nixon's visit in 1972.
As you know, I went to China shortly after Mao's death for my
third visit to the People's Republic and spent three weeks traveling
widely through the country.
During the visit, I held conversations
with
leaders, which were of relevance to the present situation and our policies
with respect thereto.
As has long been my practice, when traveling abroad
on official business, I gave the President a confidential
report on my
observations
and impressions.
Since you will soon be dealing with these matters, I take the
liberty, most respectfully,
of transmitting
a copy of the report on China
which I gave to President Ford.
I trust that you will find it of interest.
With

all best personal

wishes

and warm

Respectfully,

Enclosure

EleclJoelatlc Copy IIacIe
for p•.••• NaUon Purpo•••

regards,

I ~

